Redefining Africa:
The Emergence of a New African Story

The Africa Business Conference is the
world’s largest student-run event focused
on business in Africa. It brings together
over 1,300 participants and is the ultimate
networking opportunity for business and
community leaders, corporate sponsors,
students, educators from around the world,
and anyone passionate about business
opportunities in Africa.
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Dear Friends,
The Africa Business Club at Harvard Business School would like to thank the attendees and supporters of the 15th Annual Africa Business Conference. This year’s conference marked our largest ever with 1,335 attendees, composed of both
prominent business leaders and young minds from around the globe.
The theme for this year’s Conference, “Re-defining Africa: The Emergence of a New African Story”, was in recognition of
the fact that as Africa evolves, so too must the World’s perception of Her. The aim was to showcase those who continue
to shape and influence the African story through business and enterprise, and to create an environment for like-minded
individuals to meet, exchange ideas and spur one another on to action.
On this 15th anniversary of the Conference, we innovated on the conference content, as well as its structure. The conference featured three dynamic keynote addresses and twenty-three panel sessions. The new structure included a live
entrepreneurship business plan competition, and an African TV and Film screening. We also expanded our corporate
sponsorship and career networking programs, and concluded the conference with a lively and engaging evening gala.
Our goal with the Africa Business Conference was to challenge each attendee to live out their meaningful ‘African Story’.
We have enclosed a summary of the conference proceedings. We have also uploaded video recordings of the keynote
addresses that captivated and enriched the attendees. We encourage you to re-read the transcripts of the panels and
keynotes that have inspired many. We also urge you to contact panelists and company representatives that you met during the conference, and explore opportunities to re-define Africa!
You can watch the Keynote videos on our Youtube channel – “HBSABCconference.”
Jessica Asinugo & Trish Amoah-Ntim
2013 Africa Business Conference Co-chairs
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We would like to thank this year’s three phenomenal keynote speakers: Eva Muraya (Founder and CEO of Brand Strategy
and Design (EA) Ltd), Dr. Nkosana Moyo (Executive Chairman, Mandela Institute for Development Studies (MINDS)), and
Dr. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala (Coordinating Minister for the Economy and Minister of Finance, Nigeria). We would also like to
express our deep appreciation to our 100+ panelists and moderators who shared their key insights and experiences, and
brought the day’s 23 panels to life. Thanks to their participation, conference attendees were able to engage in dynamic
and thought-provoking discussion across a broad range of fascinating and relevant topics that are shaping business on
the Continent.

Conference Sponsors
PLATINUM

The conference would not have been possible without the generous support of our corporate, media, and in-kind sponsors. We would like to extend warm thanks to our Platinum Sponsors (Bridge International, Pana Television, and Standard
Chartered Bank), Gold Sponsors, Silver Sponsors, Media Sponsors, and our many In-Kind Sponsors. We greatly appreciate
their participation in our event and look forward to future engagements.
Last, but certainly not least, we would like to express a special thanks to the Harvard Business School faculty and staff
for their support and dedication in creating this event. This year’s conference was the culmination of months of planning
by the Conference Planning Committee and many volunteers, all of whom contributed large amounts of personal time
to help ensure the event’s success. We hope you will join us again next year for what we are confident will be another
memorable event!

COPRPORATE
SPONSORS

In addition to an engaging line-up of keynotes and panels, the conference included activities for prospective Harvard
Business School students, multiple networking receptions, and a gala banquet. At the gala, we honored Harvard Business School alumnus Mrs. Fola Laoye with the Africa Business Club Leadership Excellence Award for her inspiring and
groundbreaking work in transforming the business of healthcare in Africa.

GOLD

SILVER

Yours Sincerely,
Jessica Asinugo & Trish Amoah-Ntim
2013 Africa Business Conference Co-chairs

Luxury Brands
Focused Globally

Adiree Social Media

Thank You
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Other
SPONSORS

Packages include

Luxu ry

Communications

& Branding Firm

Develop an overall content strategy
Develop a strategy to produce interesting, original, visual
content to add to Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
Tell your brand's story visually
Determine which kinds of posts are most likely to increase
engagement with your audience on Facebook
Use Timeline to leverage your organization's heritage and
share milestone stories
Integrate Facebook PR strategies with other social media
and PR tactics
Adiree Studio
Packages include

Corporate Branding
Logo Design
Web Design
Graphics
Brochures
Press Kits
Banner Ads

www.adiree.com
"Price Quotes Upon Request"
Contact lauren@adiree.com
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Opening Keynote Address
Eva Muraya

Founder & CEO of Brand Strategy and Design (EA) Ltd.
The 15th Annual Africa Business Conference at Harvard
Business School got off to an energetic start: Harvard
Business School’s very own Professor Catherine Duggan
kicked off the conference by issuing two very direct challenges to the audience in her welcome remarks. First, she
challenged us to capture and share inspiring moments
about Africa and why we are passionate about it with
as many people as possible to familiarize them with its
achievements and growth, and two, to she challenged us
to make changes where we see fit so that new, positive
stories about Africa consistently reach the surface. Prof.
Duggan shared a number of stories with the audience
about why she felt so strongly about Africa, but tempered
her enthusiasm by remarking that Africans still have
a ways to go as we progress. Prof. Duggan vividly described how there was a great deal of energy advancing
on a multitude of paths on the continent, but that much
of that energy needed to be harnessed and focused in the
same direction. With these challenges issued, it was time
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for the Conference’s first keynote speaker: Eva Muraya,
Founder & CEO of Brand Strategy and Design (EA) Ltd.
Muraya delivered an encouraging opening keynote address that began by tracing her personal realization of
the type of business people that Africa needs: entrepreneurs and innovators, not just hard workers. Growing up
in Kenya, her definition of success was attending a good
university, finding a great employer, and then working
hard for her employer. To her, hard work was the answer
to Africa’s problems, and entrepreneurship did not factor
in as a career option or as a viable means to bring about
change for most of her generation. However, her worldview changed when she viewed a premier magazine’s
2007 article describing Africa as “the dark continent”
and displaying a photograph of Africa taken from space,
which showed that the majority of the continent was unlit
at night. This image forced her to question whether there
was another, more positive story to tell about Africa and
how to make this message heard.

Muraya proceeded to highlight the most salient positive
stories emerging from the continent and East Africa in
particular, including stories about technology, governance
and leadership, natural resources management, access
to credit, healthcare, and investing in young women. She
cited M-Pesa’s proliferation and Konza City’s evolution
into Kenya’s own Silicon Valley. She also called attention to how Cellulant and Virtual City were innovatively
aligning technology with business requirements, thereby
increasing business agility and managing risk. Muraya
also lauded Ecobank’s pioneering entry into untested
markets, which has allowed them to establish offices in
more countries in Africa than any other bank.
Other positive messages that she presented were stories
about governance and how the Arab Spring in North Africa and the recent elections in Ghana and Kenya were
necessary steps in keeping our political leaders accountable and demonstrating that ability to the broader international community.

As a final story, Muraya explained and gave her support
for Brand Africa, an initiative that seeks to position Africa
for its inevitable commercial take-off. Brand Africa is a
cross-sector and intergenerational engagement platform
that will allow business leaders, decisions makers, policy
writers, the youth, etc. to collaborate on the messaging around the reputation, competitiveness, and future
growth of Africa, which she believes will be critical moving forward.
Muraya concluded with a list of 5 “Cs” that Africans
must embody to achieve a successful rebranding of the
continent: Courage to tackle the hard problems that we
currently face, Commitment to seeing solutions from vision to implementation stage, Capability, by being globally competitive in all that we do, Character, by being an
upstanding and contributing citizen, and Compassion in
considering the less fortunate as we design our visions
for the future.
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Lunch Keynote Address
Dr. Nkosana Moyo

Executive Chairman, Mandela Institute for Development Studies
(MINDS), South Africa
After lunch, the audience was back in Burden for a keynote discussion between Professor Catherine Duggan
and Dr Nkosana Moyo.
Dr. Moyo began the discussion by explaining his career
path. Born and raised in rural Zimbabwe, Dr. Moyo’s natural curiosity led him to pursue physics. However, he did
not pursue a career in physics because of the frustrating search for funding to focus on solar energy research
while teaching at a university. He thus transferred to the
United Kingdom, where he pursued an MBA to learn more
about finance, after which he took a position with Standard Chartered. However, the passion to contribute to
Africa brought him back and he started a venture capital
to service SMEs.
Nonetheless, when he realized the challenges his country was facing, he decided to run for parliament as an
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independent candidate despite the challenges to being
elected as an independent.
As a result of this experience, the President of Zimbabwe appointed Dr. Moyo Minister of Trade and Industry.
He was appointed as a result of the reputation he had
cultivated over the years and because of his expertise in
energy and finance. Though he was not consulted prior to
his appointment, his desire to make a difference in his
country led him to take up the position.
On being questioned about the challenge of working for a
boss whose ideological ideas were in contrast to his, Dr.
Moyo replied: “The idea of land redistribution is a unifying element for all of us. Thus not much ideological difference.” He explained that the execution or implementation of land redistribution is where most people have
different opinions, and that it would be helpful to get the
white community to be part of the solution. He furthered,

“Why not find the white commissioner of farmers and
make him deputy minister of agriculture?” Technicalities
in the constitution regarding such an appointment could
be overcome by appointing that hypothetical white commissioner a senior advisor. However, the most limiting
factor to such an idea is party politics.
Dr. Moyo then talked about his easy access to the President and the importance of that access given that the
President’s subordinates often made access difficult.
On the topic of whether change is best achieved from
within an organization or outside an organization, Dr.
Moyo commented, “There’s no formula for this. However
without relationships with stakeholders, change is difficult.” Success in such an endeavor requires creating
linkages between plans and results, between institutions
people can relate to and those that will evolve with the
people.

His advice for audience members willing to make a difference in Africa was: “Be honest to yourself.” He emphasized the importance of being true to ourselves as
Africans, narrating this story: “When watching television
with an African presenter, when they make a grammatical error, we as the audience cringe at their incompetence. Yet when Italians, Germans and French do the
same we do not cringe. We are ashamed of who we are
and spend so much time trying to be someone else.” We
need to be proud of our unique essence.
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Closing Keynote Address
Dr. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala

Coordinating Minister for the Economy and Minister of Finance,
Nigeria
A day of reflection culminated in a commanding keynote
address from Dr. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Nigeria’s Coordinating Minister for the Economy and Minister of Finance.
Dr. Okonjo-Iweala’s purpose in addressing the overflowing audience was clear: “The future management of Africa’s economies and governments will depend on all of
you here.”
Echoing this year’s conference theme, Dr. Okonjo-Iweala
began by recognizing the tremendous promise contained
in the new African story. Recording economic growth of
5 percent per year versus 2.5 percent globally, Africa
offers markets that have emerged, with a growing and
important middle class. “I am convinced that there is an
emerging story on Africa today – the question is, what
role will each one of you play in this story?” To impart
advice on the eager crowd, Dr. Okonjo-Iweala focused on
three central themes: maintaining economic growth, con16

solidating governance reforms, and emerging opportunities for entrepreneurs.
What needs to be done to sustain Africa’s recent economic rise? Dr. Okonjo-Iweala warned against complacency.
The reforms of the 1990s are driving current growth, she
posited, resulting in multiple positive signs: inflation has
declined to below 9 percent, credit to the private sector
is increasing, privatization programs have been implemented, and human development indicators are improving – though with notable work remaining. To sustain the
recent positive trends, Dr. Okonjo-Iweala advised that we
need to maintain the macroeconomic policies that are
working, while turning our attention to three critical challenges: infrastructure development, education and skills
training, and the widening inequality gap.
Dr. Okonjo-Iweala asserted that with transportation
costs that are twice those of other BRIC countries and

limited power generation on the continent, Africa’s single
most binding constraint is its weak infrastructure. As a
solution, she offered the examples of Nigeria’s privatization of its power sector, and public-private partnerships
in transportation.
The second most important challenge to sustaining Africa’s economic rise is skills development. “The challenge
is that sub-Saharan Africa faces a pending demographic
bulge,” Dr. Okonjo-Iweala explained. With an exploding
youth population, Africa stands to benefit from a demographic dividend; however, for this to occur, the continent
must generate jobs. To capture the demographic dividend, Dr. Okonjo-Iweala proposed that a strong investment in education and skills training is required – “we
must train for excellence.”
Dr. Okonjo-Iweala pointed to increasing inequality across
Africa as the third challenge for business and political
leaders to tackle. “We have to deal with this problem of
rising inequality; I am very worried about it.” Dr. OkonjoIweala urged that as poor households are left behind, and
as discontent spreads among youth, countries in Africa
could face the consequences. In response, she offered
job creation as the tool to combat today’s disparities.
From economic trends and reforms, Dr. Okonjo-Iweala
shifted to her second topic of governance: how can recent governance reforms be consolidated? She highlighted signs of better governance across the continent – for
example, the increase of multi-party democracies with
stable elections. Dr. Okonjo-Iweala noted that there is
room for improvement, and focused on campaign financing, and the symbiotic relationship between business and
politics, as an under-addressed issue within governance.
“Can we find a less pernicious way to finance campaigns
that does not undermine economic development and corrode the moral fabric of society?… What I am doing is
asking you to put your minds to this problem.”
In addition to campaign financing, Dr. Okonjo-Iweala
brought attention to the need to improve governance
of natural resources. She advocated for investing more
resources in technical skills, such as conducting strong

contract negotiations for mining, oil, and gas contracts.
Dr. Okonjo-Iweala also called for the establishment of
institutions that can manage natural resource revenues
with greater transparency. Students, she insisted, have
a role to play in developing frameworks for improving
government accountability: “If people do not have the information, they cannot hold their governments accountable.”
Dr. Okonjo-Iweala turned to her third topic: emerging
opportunities for entrepreneurs in Africa. She made the
case for several. Within information technology, Dr. Okonjo-Iweala recognized that mobile telephony provides an
unparalleled platform that can be used to improve energy, healthcare, financial services, and more. With mobile phones in the hands of so many Africans, Dr. OkonjoIweala asked, “What services can you deliver to them?”
Dr. Okonjo-Iweala noted that as China and India move
away from labor-intensive manufacturing, Africa has a
chance to offer an alternative market for labor-intensive
manufacturing. As another example, Africa has considerable needs in housing and real estate; Dr. Okonjo-Iweala
pointed to the small number of home mortgages in Nigeria as one indication of the potential for future growth.
In closing, Dr. Okonjo-Iweala reiterated her optimism for
Africa’s future and for the role that the audience will play
in it: “I am really optimistic that you, the next generation of entrepreneurs and young professionals will rise
to this challenge by contributing to a more prosperous
continent… I hope, and know, that you will deliver.”
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The conference evening gala was concluded with a fantastic speech by the ABC Leadership Excellence Award
Winner Mrs. Fola Laoye (HBS 1999). Laoye began by expressing gratitude to the broad HBS community and her
family, highlighting – to much applause – her position as
the second woman to win the Award in what is the 50th
anniversary of female attendance at HBS.
Laoye described her relationship with HBS and ABC as
“everything I could have looked for in a graduate education”, praising the opportunity afforded to her to make
“lifelong friends, who [she] has shared lots of successes
with.” Specifically she credited relationships with classmates at HBS as being influential in “pretty much every
milestone” of her role at Hygeia, and expressed her pride
at being the HBS ambassador in Nigeria.
Think global and act local!

ABC Leadership Excellence Award Winner
Fola Laoye

Laoye described the underpinnings of the creation of the
Africa Business Club in 1997, a time during which many
companies would visit HBS to speak at length about their
global strategies, but during which Africa remained highly under-represented. A group of students were inspired
to establish the ABC “to showcase the best of Africa and
motivate the diverse community at HBS to embrace Africa’s social and commercial potential.” These were the
humble origins of the ABC conference, which has now
grown to become a “key event on the African business
map.” Laoye highlighted the responsibility of the ABC’s
current leadership to continually collaborate with research faculty and other HBS resources to help “build
the management capacity that Africa badly needs in the
process of redefining itself.”
Laoye harked back to the lessons she learned at HBS,
both academic and social. The key lesson, she pronounced, was that “it is all about the people. That is all
that can make, and is currently making Africa what it
is today.” Upon joining Hygeia, she became CEO at the
age of thirty-two in challenging circumstances, and the

onus was on her to bring out the best in other people.
She credited humility, fearlessness and focus as core ingredients of her successful career path, pointing to the
importance of “pitching your tent somewhere” in an African economy that is plagued by short-to-medium term
thinking. As she explained, it is our responsibility to build
Africa’s demand side – the markets and systems that will
help the continent sustain itself.
Another important lesson she discussed was financial
prudence and the need to rely on objective market data.
Laoye counseled participants to “avoid compromising
our integrity,” pointing to cases where “extremely brilliant people no longer know where to draw the line in the
bid to achieve higher and higher financial success.” She
predicted that leadership and succession planning would
be an important area of differentiation between the successful and less successful enterprises of the future – a
lesson she also extended to many governments on the
continent.
Family and community service were the crowning themes
in Laoye’s journey. She reminded her audience of their
responsibility to provide Africans with “access to better
healthcare, education, infrastructure, governance and
employment.”
On family, she warned: “If we want to see the potential
of our dreams to outlive us, then we have to be able to
embrace our family responsibilities. Success cannot be
measured in financial terms only, but most importantly
in family and relationships.”
Africa has emerged!

Laoye concluded on a note of optimism pointing to the
African successes in sectors such as financial services,
telecoms, entertainment, fashion and arts. But as Africans, she pronounced, our role is to make Africa fully accountable for the generations that have thus far been left
out of these successes.

Chairman, Hygeia HMO
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The global chess game

China’s effort in Africa has increased over the lasts ten
years. As Melissa Cook interestingly noted, this is a clear
sign of how China has been able to adapt to the global
chess game. China is competitive in Africa and not just
because of cheap financing. It is true that Chinese companies have access to a pool of capital that American
companies do not have and this creates a competitive
advantage, particularly to the extent that financing is
key in Africa. However, China is competing beyond that.
“Made in China” has gained legitimacy as Chinese goods
have improved in quality, and very competitive companies, such as Jing-Li or Jinko in the solar industry, have
emerged, ready to challenge Western companies.
China has a key and well-known economic interest in
Africa as a sourcing area for its tremendous need for
natural sources. Yasheng Huang reminded us that China
accounts for 47 percent of global coal consumption, 47
percent of steel and 48 percent of aluminum. With such
needs, Africa has been at the center of China’s global
strategy launched in the mid-1990s. And the more China
invests in Africa, the more interests it has to preserve.
Yun Sun noted that China was politically motivated in
the 1970s, ‘80s and even ‘90s to gain legitimacy in the
UN and therefore required its partners to adhere to the
“One China” policy. Today, because only four countries in

Africa still have trade partnerships with Taiwan, China
still has political momentum in Africa. China now needs
to take into account the security of the tens of thousands
of Chinese living in Africa in addition to protecting its
existing investments.
Chinese involvement in Africa has been first and foremost a government-led effort, with a staggering 70 percent of this involving investment. In July 2012, Beijing
committed another $20 billion to Africa. This is primarily
due to the financing aspect mentioned earlier. Due to the
highly capital intensive nature of projects in infrastructure and natural resources, large state owned companies
are at the cornerstone of China’s involvement in Africa.
However, private effort is also part of the game and its
importance is bound to grow. Though a low fraction of
investment in dollars, they are a significant share of the
total number of investments – approximately 60 percent,
as noted by Sun. But Chinese SoEs are building the necessary infrastructure that will enable more and more Chinese private companies to go and invest in Africa.
China-Africa relations: mode 2.0?

For Tenbite Ermias, in the past five years, Chinese have
significantly increased their communication on transparency and scrutiny. China understands that good PR
is necessary and this has concretely changed the per-

ception of China within Africa. Ermias quoted a recent
survey undertaken in Ethiopia that compared how people
perceive influence from China and influence from the U.S.
61 percent perceived China as a good influence; on the
contrary, only 33 percent perceived US influence as positive, in a country that historically was a U.S. ally. In the
last decade, China, instead of talking about how to help
Africa, went out and completed tangible work. People see
these projects, such as roads and other infrastructure,
and despite the controversy regarding the use of Chinese
workers, they value the Chinese’s achievements in their
countries.
Ermias also stressed the importance of African governments actively managing their relations with China, rather than only passively receiving investments. China is
frequently discussed in Africa, but it has also undertaken
huge investments in companies in Western markets. Africa should use these examples to better manage its relations with China. China itself can also be taken as model,
which brought 500 million people out of poverty, mostly
through infrastructure projects. As Cook explained, the
African continent can benefit from examining the successful sequential planning that has made China what
it is today.
China-Africa relations 2.0 will also involve more of the
positive aspects that have gone so far as “non-high-

lighted.” Prof. Huang noted that Chinese involvement in
Africa has also provided the following three key aspects:
training for African technical staff and engineers, free
assistance and IP sharing in agriculture, and scholarships and training so that Africans can learn about Chinese language and culture. As it is vital that African governments emphasize education, it is possible to envision
new partnerships with Chinese to build on what China
has already been doing on the ground.
China-Africa 2.0 therefore describes the world in which
China will not only be seen as an economically interested
player, but also will be seen as a true partner for growth,
by Africans as well as by the Western countries and companies trying to increase their involvement in Africa, the
continent promised to be the growth story of the twentyfirst century.

China-Africa 2.0, the New Era of China-Africa Relations:
a Partnership for Growth?
Panelists:
®® Melissa T. Cook, Founder and Managing Director, African Sunrise Partners LLC
®® Tenbite Ermias, Partner and Managing Director – Johannesburg, BCG
®® Yasheng Huang, International Program Professor in Chinese Economy and Business, MIT Sloan School of Management
®® Yun Sun, Visiting Fellow, Brookings Institution
Moderator:
®® Meg Rithmire, Assistant Professor of Business Administration, Harvard Business School [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Morgan Franc, Sheila Sun
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Representatives from finance, consulting, and the nonprofit sector discussed the benefits and challenges of
investment from foreign countries and multinational corporations in Africa. GDP growth on the continent is expected to continue to grow at a mid-single-digit pace, while
growth in the West is slowing. Innocent Dutiro of Bain &
Company explained that the African middle class will surpass China’s in the next 20 years, with Egypt and Nigeria alone adding more than 20 million households to that
group. Marc-Peter Zander of XCom Africa, remarked that
40,000 bank accounts are opened in Nigeria every day. As
a result, nearly $100 billion worth of foreign direct investment (FDI) flowed into the continent in 2012, according to
moderator Eric Werker, and that number will only increase
in the coming years.
Unfortunately, this growth has also come with some tragic
consequences –
shootings in South African mines and pollution in the Niger
Delta, just to name a few. In light of these realities, the
panel discussed the investment challenges, the responsibilities of the investors, and what African countries must
do to ensure corporations and foreign countries remain accountable to African citizens.

Biggest challenges of investment:

For those looking to invest in African countries, several obstacles remain. The panelists cited frequently heard issues,
including lack of infrastructure, underdeveloped human
capital, and inconsistent governance. However, the panelists also mentioned that these issues are currently being tackled by thousands of organizations and that these
should not obstruct those looking to invest.
Instead, additional challenges discussed included negative perceptions. Zander mentioned that many Europeans
remain uninformed and skeptical regarding the continent,
which keeps them from getting involved. These perceptions inform how they believe investment processes should
work, leading to issues in solving some of the problems
that arise. “African problems need African solutions, not
European or American solutions, because the investment
environment is very different,” Zander stated.
Motlatsi Mthimunye of Barclays and Dutiro also discussed
the changing expectations on the ground, noting that Africans must be aware of what this new environment entails. “We’ve moved from a continent where people look
for resources to a place where investors are looking for a
market,” Dutiro told attendees. Mthimunye added, “Five
years ago, if we would have had this panel, we would have
talked about donor aid, and now we talk about investment.

The issue, however, is that investors expect returns and we
as Africans must be conscious of that.”
Stephen Hayes of the Corporate Council on Africa also talked about the difficulties investors and African countries
face in finding trustworthy partners. “Small companies I
work with often say, ‘how do you find a partner?’ It’s difficult because there sometimes needs to be additional capacity training while countries want to ensure that workers
and organizations have local participation.”
Responsibilities of investors and governments

Some economists argue that African countries do not need
investment from foreign partners. However, the panelists
contended that there is mutual benefit to these relationships and that both groups can help advance each other’s
goals with shared knowledge and resources. In light of recent tragedies, however, Stephen Hayes added that some
individuals may be understandably skeptical of foreign
investment. However, he believes it is largely the responsibility of governments to facilitate partnerships and that
citizens must also demand that their governments hold
corporations accountable for their impact on local communities.
Most panelists suggested that we should not hold foreign
organizations investing in the continent to a higher set of

responsibilities. Companies have an incentive to create
peaceful environments. As such, many corporations have
demonstrated a willingness to contribute to local development by providing medical services, training, and schools
to neighboring communities. One potential limitation was
that by holding organizations to a certain standard, they
could aim to perform up to the stated standard and nothing more.
However, John Wasielewski of the USAID Private Capital
Group for Africa offered an alternative viewpoint: investors
owe more to citizens in Africa because of the environment
they are investing in. “Investors should do more because
these are developing countries that they are investing in.
Even if what they are providing is just in the interest of
the governments . . . investors should aim to provide more
than they would in more developed areas.”
Conclusion

The investment environment in Africa is very different from
the developed world and even investment experiences between African countries are not homogenous. However, it
is clear that the rate of these investments will only accelerate in coming years. In light of that, it is up to investors,
governments, and citizens to be conscious of the roles and
interests of all parties and ensure that resources and profits are made responsibly.

Foreign Investment, Global Responsibility: Investment from
Foreign States and Multinational Corporations?
Panelists:
®® Innocent Dutiro, Partner, Bain & Company
®® Stephen Hayes, President and Chief Executive Officer, Corporate Council on Africa
®® Motlatsi Mthimunye, Director, Barclays
®® John Wasielewski, Principal Advisor, USAID Private Capital Group for Africa
®® Marc-Peter Zander, Chief Executive Officer, XCOM Africa
Moderator:
®® Professor Eric Werker, Assistant Professor of Business Administration, Harvard Business School [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Onyekwere Randy Ojukwu, Greg Lamontagne
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Ahlin Byll-Cataria, Executive Secretary of the Association
for the Development of Education in Africa (ADEA), facilitated an insightful discussion about the current state
of education across sub-Saharan Africa, broad and pertinent themes in education, key challenges in the sector,
and areas of opportunity for anyone hoping to impact in
education in Africa.
Lions, Take Lessons from the Tigers

Opening the panel discussion were Prof. Wole Soboyejo,
President of the African University of Science and Technology (AUST) in Nigeria, and Prof. Mrs. Esi Awuah, President of the University of Energy and Natural Resources
(UENR) in Ghana. They shared their collective vision of
a seamless transition from student-generated ideas and
research in universities to the eventual creation of products and businesses in driving socioeconomic growth in
Africa. Soboyejo urged, “We should take lessons from the
Asian Tigers - India and China - who, 40 years ago, strategically built research and education facilities to promote science and technology ventures and businesses,
and we see the result of that today. What motivates me
about this young audience is that I believe in 40 years
– in your working lifetime – you, too, can witness the creation of a generation of our very own African Lions.”

From Brain Drain to Brain Circulation

While these are still early days, both universities’ crossdisciplinary approach in melding entrepreneurship and
business subjects with scientific research are signs of a
good start. Soboyejo expanded on AUST’s “brain circulation” model where, in an attempt to mitigate the loss of
intellectual capital, the university recruits faculty from
the diaspora. Similarly, Awuah posited her belief that
emigration of well-trained, local talent that understands
both local nuances and international resources would be
the long-term solution in building capacity in education.
Following this assertion, Awuah made an open recruitment call to the audience, admitting, “I am not only here
as a panelist – I am here to recruit you diasporas to come
back with me. We all have a duty to invest in the youth.”
Knowledge for All

Private philanthropic agencies like the MasterCard Foundation are also investing in youth education and capacity building in Africa, for example through their Scholars
Program. Steve Cumming, Manager of Youth Learning at
the MasterCard Foundation, elaborated on the foundation’s $500 million education initiative, noting the need
to support ambitious academic institutions within Africa.
Cumming expressed the foundation’s mission to translate skill to employment opportunities: He highlighted the

foundation’s supporting program, which encapsulates
personal counseling, mentorship opportunities and skill
training that translate into meaningful job placement for
graduates from institutions similar to AUST and UNER. To
date, the foundation has provided secondary and tertiary
education for 15,000 talented yet economically disadvantaged students from across the continent.
Byll-Cataria noted that children who do not have access
to primary education would never be a part of this aforementioned conversation between Awuah, Soboyejo and
Cumming on secondary, tertiary or vocational education.
He explained that in Africa, key reasons for low primary
education completion rates include limited access to
schools, high costs of education, low quality, lack of clear
earning prospects, and a general absence of the value
proposition of schooling. “A child’s ability to go to Abuja
to attend an institution like the AUST in the future will
depend largely on what he or she is doing at the age
of three,” stated panelist Shannon May, co-founder of
Bridge International Academies in Kenya. Speaking to the
need to provide low-cost early education to the masses,
May continues, “We personally believe that education
should be free – and we decided that we would not wait
for someone else to make that happen.”

In 2009, Bridge pioneered a sustainable and scalable
model of private education, which is now recognized as
the largest chain of private education institutions in Africa. May also expounded on her investor value proposition:
schools that are cash flow positive within the first twelve
months and that pay back initial investments within
three to four years. May believes that a total enrollment of
300,000 to 400,000 students will lead Bridge to sustainable profitability. Today, Bridge educates 50,000 pupils
every day at one of 134 pre-school and primary schools
across Kenya. For $4.50-$7.00 per month, children receive more than forty teaching contact hours a week.
Audience members added to the conversation, posing
questions about assessing the qualitative and quantitative measures of educational outcomes, sustainable
teacher training strategies and the value of science
education in war-stricken countries. Concluding the discussion, panelists acknowledged the challenges, but expressed overall optimism at the future of young Africans.
In response to the panel’s theme, “Who will Educate the
Youth,” Byll-Cataria identified audience members as
change agents and urged all participants to collectively
take part in the large effort that is educating Africa’s
ever-growing youth population.

Youth Education: Who Will Educate Our Youth?
Panelists:
®® Professor Esi Awuah, Vice Chair, University of Energy and Natural Resources (Ghana)
®® Steve Cumming, Program Manager, Youth Learning, The MasterCard Foundation (Canada)
®® Shannon May, Director and Co-Founder, Bridge International Academies (Kenya)
®® Professor Wole Soboyejo, President, African University of Science & Tech (Nigeria);
Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Princeton University (USA)
Moderator:
®® Ahlin Byll-Cataria, Executive Secretary, Association for the Development of Education in Africa (Tunisia) [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Seni Sulyman, Emmanuel Mensah, Modupe Fadugba
®®
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Despite the recent economic growth in all sectors across
sub-Saharan Africa, investment in healthcare is still
a pressing need. The panel examined the investment
streams that healthcare industry players pursue to secure the funds critical to expanding current healthcare
offerings across the continent. Topics that were raised
include areas for investment and how to counsel Africans
in the diaspora to participate in the African market.
The Human resource problem

In her introduction, Fola Laoye acknowledged that the
greatest challenge in building the healthcare sector is
the lack of human resources. With limited human resources, the ability to deliver efficient management systems and to think creatively around policy frameworks
has been limited.
She commented on the challenges faced by Hygeia in
acquiring personnel with the necessary skills either on
an exchange basis or a full-time basis. However, not all
hope is lost: there has been a phenomenal trend in the
growth of medical schools and professionals in Nigeria.
The challenge is finding incentives for these trained professionals to stay. Louisa Mojela also acknowledged that
South Africa has a problem with losing doctors to the
rest of the world, as they leave for other countries.

Dr Emeka Momah echoed these challenges and shared
his personal story when he arrived at the fork of the road:
he could decide to take a lucrative position working as a
physician, or go back home to Nigeria to make a difference. He chose the latter. As he still asks himself, “When
you wake up in the morning, where do you see yourself in
30 years?”
He ended with a plea to contribute to Africa, saying;
“there is huge need for healthcare professionals to contribute to Africa and a possibility to make profit too.”
Disparities in Healthcare

Momah explained the need for a philosophy that views
healthcare as a right, but also to act as an entrepreneur
and consider healthcare from a business perspective.
Though the two may seem to be in conflict, one can reconcile the different values with creativity and commitment.
Mojela added to this by sharing with the audience the
unique history of the Advanced South African Healthcare
system. However, she presented data that emphasized
the disparity in our current healthcare system. Private
healthcare in South Africa caters for 16 percent of the
population, leaving 84 percent for the government. However government and private sector spending on GDP is

the same. 48 percent of natural resources are spent by
private sector for the 16% and government spending 49
percent on the remaining 84 percent.
Role of Government and Private sector

At the end of the day, the private sector is responsible
to its shareholders. However, as Laoye pointed out, the
government cannot solve all the problems. There is a
need for more public-private partnerships to assist with
infrastructure.
For a foreign investor, investing in healthcare or in the
continent is a huge opportunity given GDP growth and
the prevalence of many new diseases.
Momah added that the private sector needs to step in to
aid government because of the opportunity to make huge
returns.

fluences policy in order to see the market one wants them
to see and have it become a viable model. Investors also
want to see safeguards: Hygeia has seen a spectrum of
funding, but regulatory mechanisms need to exist to protect the investor.
The panel ended by emphasizing investment in Africa,
potential challenges in financing, and the future of
healthcare financing. As it noted, Africa has a range of
political, economic and social challenges that need to be
addressed.

Areas of investment

Panelists also addressed on the important role of insurance. One needs to get a lot of people to join in order to
obtain financial returns and attract the returns investors
are looking for. Thus, the system needs a pitch that will
produce a willingness to pay and a volume that works for
insurance companies.
However, with insurance, one also has to consider the
role of government, both for how one works with and in-

Healthcare Financing in Africa
Panelists:
®® Fola Laoye, Chairman, Hygeia HMO
®® Louisa Mojela, Group Chief Executive Officer, WIPHOLD
®® Dr. Emeka Momah, Medical Director, NISA Premier
Moderator:
®® Professor Nava Ashraf, Associate Professor in the Negotiations, Organizations, and Markets Unit,
Harvard Business School [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Uchechi Iweala, Emmanuel Mensah
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The panel discussed the key issues facing the provision of genuine and affordable pharmaceuticals to
medical practitioners in Sub-Saharan Africa. Counterfeit formulations, lack of pricing regulation, and
tariffs on active pharmaceutical ingredients are
some of the industry limitations that were discussed.
Regional differences and the existence of “traditional medicine-men” further complicate the entry of
multinationals aiming to enter the market.
With these considerations in mind, the panel aimed
to present a current overview of the market, brainstormed realistic solutions, and analyzed success
stories from both the private and public sectors.
Africa and the Pharm industry

Arun Khanna began the panel by emphasizing the need
for Africa to begin focusing on the pharm industry, given recent improvement in current dynamics of poverty,
disease and infrastructure. With economies getting
better, there is a need for better and more affordable healthcare. Given Africa’s growth as an emerging
economy, there is also additional potential for greater
investment. Current prevalence of chronic diseases
is shifting focus from only malaria, HIV, and OBGYN
cases, presents opportunities for pharm industry.

Alden Zecha added to this by explaining that the Pharm
sector in Africa will double over the next few years, emphasizing how many non-communicable diseases are
becoming hugely significant in Africa. Ken Beers added that with Africa moving beyond infectious diseases,
the Pharmaceutical industry will play a major role and
is thus one aspect of the solution.
Challenges in counterfeit medications

Zecha focused on finding ways to ensure consumers
are able to differentiate real from fake drugs. There
is a need to devise further innovative solutions. Over
the years, we have started to see better enforcement by government, but more stringent penalties
for those contributing to drug counterfeiting must be
implemented. Khanna added to this by pushing for
an increase in Africa’s regulatory system.
Ken Beers, however, felt the problems were much severe than often thought of. As he explained, people
play the game of identifying which drug is fake versus which is real. Beers shared the recent story of
how fake monoclonal antibodies were already out in
the market before the real ones came to stores. This
challenge has become one of the main reasons multinational pharma companies are reluctant to move
to African soil.

Challenges in the Pharmaceutical sector

All of the panelists expressed frustrations with working in the industry. Beers highlighted challenges in
registration and approval of medications with variable times in different countries. Even after jumping
the hurdles of regulations, he explained, there are
challenges in getting drugs into the hands of physicians.
Khanna added to this and suggested implementing
universal approval among countries. Drugs could become more widely and quickly accessible if regulations are decreased.
The next steps forward

Khanna concluded by emphasizing the need to go beyond just treatment of HIV but also focus on the high
prevalence of chronic diseases in Africa. Ultimately,
in order to advance the pharmaceutical industry in
Africa, all the panelists agreed that the healthcare
infrastructure in Africa must be improved. Tariffs between countries also play a role and pose challenges
to pharmaceutical companies in Africa. From a multinational perspective, there is a focus on relatively
major markets as well as a need to ensure access to
most markets.

S caling up the African Pharmaceutical Industry —
Challenges and Success Stories
Panelists:
®® Ken Beers, Principal, Putnam Associates
®® Arun Khanna, COO and Executive Director, Emcure Pharmaceuticals
®® Dr. Prashant Yadav, Senior Research Fellow & Director of Health Care Research Initiative, William Davidson Institute
®® Alden Zecha, CFO and Strategist, Sproxil
Moderator:
®® Donna Patterson, Assistant Professor in Africana Studies, Wellesley College [moderator]
Panel Coordinator: Amaka Ogeah
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Bond-issuance has not really been at the forefront
of financing in Africa. Africa comprises a very small
proportion of the total bond value issued annually, as
benchmarked by JP Morgan. However, bonds are an
important option for financing economic growth. Our
panelists shared how their organizations are starting
to integrate Africa into global debt capital markets.
Honorable Miles Sampa,
Minister for Finance, Zambia

Zambia has a dilapidated road network with urgent
repair needs. As the world’s third largest copper producer, a good road network is essential for its exports. The total capital required to finance this infrastructure was €500 million, which the Government
decided to fund through the issuance of a Eurobond
over a 10-year period. As most project expenses were
in euros, it made sense to raise Euros to limit currency exposure.
The process for bond-issuance involved obtaining a
country credit rating by Fitch followed by a tender
process to select investment banks. Deutsche Bank
and Barclays Capital were chosen and with the Ministry of Finance embarked on a road show to sell
Zambia’s story and generate interest in the sovereign bonds. There was a strong response, with bids

totaling €16 billion. Despite the strong demand, the
Ministry of Finance only revised the total ask to only
€750 million.
The success of this offering was due to the government’s commitment, supported by strong currency
reserves and a tax revenue base which gave credibility. It also took place at a time when liquidity was
high, making timing crucial.

will contribute to efforts to enhance the confidence
of investors in African bonds by launching an Africa
Debt Capital Markets portal as part of their Making
Finance Work in Africa initiative. The rationale behind
this portal is to improve access to data. The AfDB
has also recently launched a fund dedicated to Infrastructure financing for Africa, with the aim of bringing projects to bankability.

Charles Boamah,
CFO, African Development Bank (AfDB)

Jean-Louis Ekra, President,
African Export-Import Bank (Afreximbank)

The AfDB provides grants, loans and technical assistance to member countries and is the only AAA rated
issuer and a sub-libor issuer.
Annual infrastructure needs reach almost $90 billion in Africa. Approximately 50 percent is being
funded through traditional funding such as bilateral/
multilateral financing. There remains the 50 percent
still to be funded and African countries have realized the urgency to look more aggressively within the
continent for funding, for instance by capitalizing on
pension funds, insurance companies and even the
diaspora.
Additionally, new macroeconomic policies are now
ensuring more efficient debt management. The AfDB

Afrixembank is an offspring of the AfDB and its core
business is to provide loans and advisory services. It
also promotes trade with Africa and between Africa
and the rest of the world. Its authorized share capital
is $750 million. Its treasury activities progressed from
mainly bilateral facilities to club deals with banks. In
2009, they started raising bonds and despite being
at the height of the financial crisis, Afreximbank continued bond raising. A weeklong roadshow was done
through European and Asian major financial centers.
With a fundraising goal of $300 to $500 million, the
order book was oversubscribed at $2.6 billion. The
yield was expensive at 8.25 percent. Not wanting to
disappoint investors and create a bad precedent of
pulling back, Afreximbank accepted $300 million.

As a track record was built and market conditions
where more favorable, the second issuance was
priced at a 5.7 percent yield. Afreximbank also issues Diaspora Bonds since 1999.
Ade Adebajo, Capital Markets Practitioner

In 2000, the focus was to create market opportunities, since local currency yield curves did not really
exist. For example, debt financing in Nigeria would
mostly occur through the interbank loan market with
six-month loans rolled over. Today, local and international investors are more confident in investing in
African debt capital markets mostly due to regulatory
reforms. AfDB also played a crucial role as a liquidity
provider by issuing debt in currencies such as the
Rand, Naira/Kenyan Shilling or Egyptian pound. The
success of African Eurobonds, such as the Zambian
one, is a testament to the increasing receptiveness
among international investors towards opportunities to invest in Africa. Developing deep debt capital
markets, however, will require extending yield curves
out with longer maturities. Large bond issuances will
also help African bonds to be included in benchmarks,
hence improving liquidity.

Africa Debt Capital Markets
Panelists:
®® Ade Adebajo, Capital Markets Practitioner
®® Charles Boamah, Chief Financial Officer, African Development Bank (ADB)
®® Jean-Louis Ekra, President, African Export-Import Bank (Afreximbank)
®® The Hon. Miles Sampa, Deputy Finance Minister of Zambia
Moderator:
®® Sam Epee-Bounya, Vice President, Wellington Management [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Akane Zoukpo, Disha Patel
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There is a growing investment culture in Africa where the
metrics for performance transcend the dollar bottom line
and include “social metrics” tied directly to impact. This
is especially important for a continent with a dire need
for the growth of standards of living and purchasing
power of her citizens.
However, as the term “impact investing” has become a
buzzword over the past few years, we began our panel
conversation asking each panelist for their view on
whether every investment in Africa is an impact investment. Bernie Sheahan does not believe that impact investing is a separate asset class, arguing instead that
every investment makes some impact. Nishan Degnarain
echoed this sentiment, since he views the increase in
employment as a major factor of impact. The fact of the
matter is that every investment has an impact of some
sort, whether positive or negative. Similarly, there are
different types of impact investors: some investors happen to be in a developing market but focus strictly on
return, without necessarily tracking impact, while others target commercial returns but focus on BOP, and still
others do not target commercial returns and concentrate
more on social impact in a non-profit model. While microfinance institutions (MFIs) have been around for a long
time, MFI’s have traditionally had a limited impact on the
entire economy. The scale of impact investing, therefore,

has been shown to be a desirable method of producing a
broader impact.
Trends

Africa in recent years has risen to the peak of the international landscape of investment opportunity as one of
the most attractive regions today. The IFC, for example,
has increased investment activity in Africa from less
than $100 million a few years ago to over $1.5 billion
and projects Africa to be their largest market by 2016.
Currently, in fact, Africa is second only to Latin America.
With the increased movement in corporate social responsibility, impact investing has become more aligned with
corporate goals. These shared goals include: reaching
intended customers, providing high quality products or
services, and fulfilling a missing need.
There is a major shift where many listed companies are
not performing as well as some of the longer-term investors. Recent research shows that social investment
increases returns. This research, of course, cannot be
assumed to be fact, especially since the statistics in this
arena are still sparse relative to the entire investing marketplace. However, all of our panelists agreed that there
is no contradiction between commercial success and
impact success. Instead, they believe there is a direct
correlation between the two.

Impact investing in essence can be described as derisking a project to have more stickiness because of the
support one will likely receive from the community and
the government. Impact investing, however, is not meant
for the impatient investor, as it takes time to realize and
measure successes or failures and these metrics are not
easily quantifiable. Impact success can be measured on
three pillars: 1) transaction success related to timing and
percent return, 2) pursuing the greatest impact areas,
and 3) how many people actually get better services or
improved quality of life.
Challenges

Measuring and reporting social metrics for impact investing is a major question mark for investors in this
arena. The Rockefeller Foundation and Acumen Fund initiated the Impact Reporting and Investment Standards
(IRIS) in 2008, an initiative that was taken on by the
Global Impact Investing Network in 2009. IRIS attempts
to create a reporting standard akin to Financial Accounting Standards to be used by investors, investees, and
intermediaries. It remains to be seen whether there will
be a consensus on how to measure impact in a way that
will be easily understood by, and useful to, all major players in this space.

Another major hurdle for impact investors and “regular” investors alike is instability in African government
and regulation. Investors in Africa and other developing
countries need to be triathletes: social leaders, business leaders, and government leaders. Many countries
in Africa have governments without the infrastructure
which is necessary to help investors make investments,
and this includes regulations and contract enforcement.
There needs to be an ecosystem that fosters a working
relationship between entrepreneurs, investors, and the
government. The investors have an obligation to be proactive in seeking partnerships with the government, not
to sit and wait for changes to happen.
Lastly, perception continues to be a challenge to investors who may be interested in impact investing. John
Wasielewski spoke about a major US investment bank
that started an impact group which shortly thereafter
was rolled into a government relations group. The investment bank decided that they did not want to be seen as
profiting off of the poor. As a result, many institutions
would rather give money to IFC than invest themselves,
especially to avoid this negative perception. Continuing
to promote and educate the investing community on the
benefits and realities of impact investing will hopefully
change those misconceptions in the near future.

Performance with Purpose:
A Holistic Approach to Growth Through Impact Investing
Panelists:
®® Nishan Degnarain, Senior Economic Adviser to the Minister of Finance and Economic Development, Mauritius
®® Bernie Sheahan, Acting Vice President for Africa, Latin America and Western Europe, International Finance Corporation (IFC)
®® John Wasielewski, Principal Advisor, USAID Private Capital Group for Africa
Moderator:
®® Christine Phillpots, Formerly Global Portfolio Manager, Grassroots Business Fund [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Marc Pierre, Gerry Pambo-Awich, Uzoma Nwagba
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Insurance has continued to be a laggard industry in Africa, accounting for less than 5% of economic output. It
is against this backdrop that insurance professionals took
stock of the performance of their industry and the outlook
for the future. The panelists focused largely on the different models and factors hindering insurance penetration
and opportunities for improvement and growth.

to six years.” Yomi Onifade pointed to the successful management-led buyout of Mansard Insurance that involved
both PE and development finance funding. For Dosani, the
key success factor in keeping interests aligned was in the
PE firms “changing and evolving their model in a way that
is not disruptive to the day-to-day running of the insurance
company.”

DIFFERENT MODELS, SAME GOAL

TAKING STOCK

For Femi Oyetunji, as a reinsurer, Continental Reinsurance
had the peculiar position of dealing with insurance companies and brokers with no interaction with retail clients. As
a result, of their revenue stream, “traditionally 50 percent
comes from investment returns and 50 percent comes
from underwriting.”
According to Tahira Dosani, with investments in eight
countries, Leapfrog “invests across the entire value chain
and provides operational support.” Taking a differentiated
approach, Leapfrog “focuses on insurance for the lowest
in the emerging consumer segment – below middle class
but not completely economically destitute, as this segment
needs relevant affordable quality insurance products.” For
Dosani, as a private equity (PE) fund, Leapfrog “is looking
at a four to six year exit.” Oyetunji then commented on the
potential for misalignment of interests seeing as “insurance is a long term business but PE is trying to exit in four

Oyetunji started with the observation that insurance premiums originated in Africa rarely stay on the continent.
According to him, “the status quo’s premiums are being
absorbed but not reinvested on the continent… and one
reason for this is the phenomenon that customers trust
companies with head offices in the West.” However, he
advised that this was quite short-sighted: “It is important
to think: Who is going to be there for you in the long run?”
For Onifade, a high cost structure was a strong impediment, especially since “the cost of distributing insurance
products in Nigerian is quite steep.” He also noted the
difficulty of changing consumer behavior and pointed to
historical precedent, noting how the inflationary era of
the ‘70s in Nigeria rendered many middle-class families’
insurance policies worthless, thus discouraging them from
renewing their insurance.
For Dosani, investing in insurance was both a moral and

economic imperative. “People in this (low-income) segment are trying to build themselves out of poverty, but then
something happens and slams them back into poverty.” By
purchasing insurance, “it fundamentally changes their risk
profile, allowing them to take better, more calculated risks
and pursue more opportunities, like a subsistence farmer
taking crop protection insurance to mitigate that 5 percent
loss probability.”
Additionally, fraud was observed to be a major factor in the
challenges facing insurance. Onifade mentioned the example
of Mansard being hit with a number of fraudulent claims, acknowledging fraud as a major issue for underwriters.
REMEDIAL STEPS

For Onifade, the best way to combat fraud was “KYC: Know
Your Customer,” which entails everything from “acquiring
database to compare identities to leveraging new credit
bureaus to access more background information about the
customer.”
For Dosani, more rigor is needed around data collection
and analysis, and it was crucial to use data to identify
fraudulent claims. “From a PE standpoint, it is also important to find corruption-free organizations to engage in
business with” and this means “significant due diligence
before investing; zero tolerance for ethical irresponsibility;
finally, willingness to walk away from a deal.”

For Onifade, talent is a major challenge to building the industry, and Oyetunji also noted the high cost of attracting
the right talent in an industry that has yet to become very
profitable – a classic chicken-and-egg problem.
One of the biggest misperceptions that the markets had
about African insurance practitioners, according to Onifade, was whether they actually knew what they were doing. While acknowledging the immaturity of the industry,
he referred to the “immense opportunity and several companies doing the right thing on the ground.” Still, he mentioned that “the emerging consumer is not perceived to be
a profitable segment.” For Dosani, “there is a perception
of ‘do not touch insurance in Africa’ – which is good for us
because it gives us some time to find opportunities.” She
estimated that “by the time Europe and America see the
opportunity in Africa, Africa should have fledgling companies in a position to compete effectively.”
For Oyetunji, thus, it was crucial that insurance education
became more pervasive. “We need to reinvent the entire
wheel to change the culture.” For him, this education needs
to commence even in primary schools. To tap into the market potential, he noted the importance of communicating
the value of insurance as a way of securing one’s tomorrow, especially its potential to raise the masses out of
poverty.

Insurance in Africa:
Putting a Premium on Paying Premiums
Panelists:
®® Tahira Dosani, Director of Global Engagement and Strategic Projects, LeapFrog Investments
®® Yomi Onifade, Deputy General Manager, Mansard Insurance
®® Dr. Femi Oyetunji, Chief Executive Officer, Continental Reinsurance Plc
Moderator:
®® Shawn A. Cole, Associate Professor of Business Administration, Marvin Bower Fellow [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Akinseye Akinola, Okalo Ikhena
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The private equity investing model can be said to consist
broadly of four main parts: deal sourcing or the search for
suitable investment targets; investing in the target company; the holding period, over which time portfolio companies typically increase in value; and finally, exit, where
private equity investors realize that value and generate
profitable returns on the liquidation of their holdings in
the portfolio company. Naturally, each of these stages
involves varying degrees of complexity depending on the
deal type, structure and geography.
The panelists in this panel focused on the holding period portion of the investing model. Specifically, they discussed how private equity firms in Africa create value for
their portfolio companies. Their conversation included a
discussion of the following: most successful deals, most
challenging deals, and their views on buyouts versus
small cap investing in Africa.
Most Successful Deals

To frame the discussion, panel moderator Kevin Johnson
asked the panelists to discuss their most successful
deals as well as their most challenging deals. Peter Baird
mentioned how companies can be segmented between
those that are “cash generative” and those that are
“cash absorbing.” Naturally, the deals considered “most
successful” were of the former. Baird spoke about Tan-

zania-based agricultural company Export Trading Group
(ETG), a company in which Standard Chartered used the
breadth of their expertise to provide necessary services
to a rapidly growing company. What started as a simple
loan to a family business evolved into a large private equity investment, followed by a subsequent round of funding that included global PE investor the Carlyle Group.
In terms of value add, Baird spoke about how Standard
Chartered helped to simplify and rationalize the company’s corporate structure in order to ready it for further
growth and capital raising.
Similarly, Zain Latif spoke about his firm’s investment
into Uganda-based pharmaceutical manufacturer Quality Chemicals (QCIL). The firm received an award for
“Small Cap Deal of the Decade” from Private Equity Africa.
QCIL manufactures antimalarial (malaria) and antiretroviral (HIV) drugs for patients throughout the East Africa.
Regarding value add in particular, Latif spoke about how
his firm partnered with QCIL and helped them dramatically expand their production capacity.
Most Challenging Deals

Regarding most challenging deals, Kwabena OseiBoateng talked about challenges to starting his financial
services business in Ghana, simply not understanding
how to structure a deal in an emerging market context.

Specifically, Boateng discussed a deal in which he was
entitled to legal recourse after a businessman did not follow through with his portion of the agreement. However,
after Boateng confronted the businessman, he explained,
he was laughed off: the businessman pointed out that it
would be several years before the case saw the inside of
a court, and even once in court, a favorable outcome was
not guaranteed.
Separately, Latif spoke about a deal in which he partnered with another PE firm to build hospitals in West
Africa. After investing in the company, it became clear
to him that his firm and the other PE firm had differing views regarding how to grow, manage, and operate
the business. Specifically, they thought that the business
simply needed to import many expatriates into the company. However, this produced a drag on cash and well as
tension between the two PE firms and ultimately culminated with Latif’s firm being bought out by the other investment firm, albeit for a decent return on their invested
capital. The lesson learned was that it may be better to
not undertake so-called “club deals” with other PE firms,
and that during such deals, all parties must be certain
that visions for growth and operations are aligned.

Buyouts vs. Small Cap Investing in Africa

Additionally, the panelists also discussed their views on
the viability large cap vs. small-to-medium cap deals
across the continent. Latif was of the view, as is evident from his firm’s track record, that there are generally
no interesting deals above the $15-20 million check size
in Africa. Above that, Latif explained, there is too much
capital chasing too few deals, leading to unreasonably
high bids. Similarly, Baird was of the view that there are
good, proprietary deals in the $50+ million investment
size and argued that Standard Chartered was uniquely
positioned to capitalize on these investments, given their
packaged/full balance sheet approach to investing, citing their investment in ETG as a case-in-point.

P rivate Equity:
Creating Value during the Investment Holding Period
Panelists:
®® Peter Baird, Head of Africa Principal Finance, Standard Chartered
®® Zain Latif, Principal and Founder, TLG Capital
®® Kwabena Osei-Boateng, Managing Director and Group Head of Investment Banking, IC Securities
Moderator:
®® Kevin Johnson, Managing Partner, Liberty Global Partners [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Oghale Ighoavodha, Trish Amoah-Ntim
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Professor Sharpe opened up the session with HBS’s definition of entrepreneurship: the relentless pursuit of opportunity without regard to resources. For the panelists,
the reasons for going into entrepreneurship or investing
on the Continent were manifold. While the CEO of Bridge
saw huge opportunities for social enterprise and education, others sought to fill gaps in the market that created
personal rather than business issues, and others saw tremendous potential in taking business models from other
parts of the world and adapting them to fit Africa’s needs.
With growing demand from the burgeoning middle class
and deep mobile penetration, the continent is ripe for online shopping and services. However, the main consideration is execution. As we learned, it is not necessarily about
new business models, but innovative execution. Eghosa
Omoigui of Echo VC reiterated the concept of cross-pollinating ideas from elsewhere into Africa, explaining, “If you
want to learn how to invest in Africa, go learn to invest in
India.” He stated the similarities between the emerging
Indian market and those of many African nations. However, African consumption patterns remain distinct. For
instance, print is still popular in Africa even though it is
seeing a marked decline everywhere else; thus, the panel
urged would-be entrepreneurs to take signals like that
and find out how to make companies from them.

The African story is dynamic rather than static. So when
our panelists were asked what has changed in Africa over
the last five years, they had plenty to say. Jay Kimmelman reminded us that while there is considerable focus on
the growing middle class, the biggest opportunities right
now are still in the bottom of the market – the largest
portion of the population. In aggregate, the lower class
is the fastest growing market, and as Kimmelman mentioned, “Investment capital should be going to companies
that are investing in the bottom as well as the middle of
the market.” Jeremy Hodara of Rocket Internet reminded
us that while ecommerce is exploding on the continent,
in large part due to mobile internet, the main thing that
has changed in the relationship between consumers and
online retailers is trust. With laser focus, Rocket-owned
companies like Jumia have fostered a sense of trust with
its consumers that allow these companies to thrive in Africa. In summary, internet alone is not the key; truly, internet plus the cultivation of trust factor is key to building a
consumer base online.
Although many breakthroughs have making business in
Africa easier, entrepreneurs still have plenty of stumbling
blocks to look out for. Joel Macharia stated that some of
the biggest obstacles for the entrepreneur are knowledge
and exposure. To come up with something new and try to
sell it to the African consumer is already difficult proposi-

tion that becomes compounded by the problem of competitor replication: “the minute you’ve created one kiosk,
the next day there are 10 kiosks set up that sell the exact
same thing…then you have to compete on price.” This
phenomenon, in effect, leads to rapidly commoditized
products and services and squeezes out the margin for
the entrepreneur. Additionally, the government has to be
very efficient and accountable, constantly operating legally.
As our moderator reminded us, this panel is about money.
When asked what he looks for in successful business
plans, venture capitalist Omoigui stated, “It’s about the
people you work with.” He emphasized the importance
of the team, and mentioned how his firm has found that
having women on a team is correlated with reduced risk.
Additionally, Omoigui stated that there are not enough
venture capital firms on the continent. “There are so many
businesses out there that simply won’t get funded. The
opportunity is ripe for more venture capital firms to invest
in Africa.”
Socio-political and economic volatility, in African markets
especially, can put a considerable strain on business.
However, our panelists listed numerous strategies for
overcoming this particular obstacle. For Macharia, the key
is to build a very nimble and flexible company with a low
cost structure. In the face of an unsure transition of gov-

ernment, he noted, “You have to keep your costs low so
you can go a few months without revenue, if necessary.”
Hodara agreed, stating that changing politics is a part of
the business, “If flexibility is not in your DNA, then every
six months you will wake up and say ‘we have a problem”.
You cannot hide behind political problems to justify business performance. You have to have a plan b, c, and d to
make our business work.”
Our panelists were also asked how they make investments
on the Continent and what it takes to invest there. For
Omoigui of Echo VC, the key to seed stage investing in
Africa is to focus on the team, their skills, and a target
ownership percentage. He also values companies based
on a multiples basis if they come in with some revenue.
Across the panel, we heard that one of the most important
things to investing in small and medium sized businesses
in Africa is being on the ground, understanding the people
and the culture, and establishing relationships through
personal, face to face interaction. As Macharia stated,
“Being on the ground is incredibly important. You have to
understand the local culture; closing a deal requires a lot
of face time.”
With that last piece of advice, our panel closed, leaving us
with a better sense for how to invest in and operate small
and medium sized businesses on the Continent.

Venture Capital in Sub-Saharan Africa
Panelists:
®® Jeremy Hodara, Chief Executive Officer, Rocket Internet Africa and France
®® Jay Kimmelman, Chief Executive Officer and co-founder, Bridge International Academies
®® Joel Macharia, Founder, PesaTalk
®® Eghosa Omoigui, Founder and Managing General Partner, EchoVC Partners
Moderator:
®® Jim Sharpe, Senior Lecturer, Enterpreneurial Management Unit, Harvard Business School [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Oghale Ighoavodha, Christine Esangbedo, Michael Nkansah, Kevin Omwega
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Agribusiness has long been a neglected sector, but no one
doubts that it is now of key importance if Africa wants to
sustain its growth and to actually move forward on its path
of development. Whether one prefers to stress the tremendous economic potential of agribusiness or whether one emphasizes the incomparable social impacts that a developing
agribusiness sector can generate for African societies, it has
become evident that this sector could no longer be disregarded by any economy serious about its own development.
However, apart from this renewed interest and these considerable declarations, effective policies and investments are
a step that most countries still need to make, a fact mentioned by each of the panelists. Coming with very diverse
background, our three panelists gave a thoughtful and optimistic vision of the agribusiness sector in Africa.
Three main factors to unleash African
agriculture potential

Right from their initial comments, all three panelists agreed
that agriculture not only has tremendous potential, but is
also key for Africa’s emergence on the global stage. To develop a strong agribusiness sector, countries need to first
unlock the incredible potential value in agriculture. Joe Forson noted that when South Asian economies took off, they
were investing to the tune of 16 percent of their GDP in agriculture, compared to the current low 2 percent investment
for African economies. This demonstrates that despite the

rhetoric, a lot remains to be done to seriously develop African
agriculture.
To effectively develop agriculture, Paul Brenton specifically
identified three reservoirs for growth. First, he mentioned the
yields which for most commodities, especially grains, remain
a third of the average yield in developing countries. He then
pointed out to the huge stock of untapped land, giving the
example of the Guinea Savannah, a territory the size of India.
He finally highlighted the limiting role borders were currently
playing and how improving the ease of inter-countries trade
could particularly unlock the potential of agriculture regions
located on borders. The panel highlighted policymaking as
an obvious, crucial impediment to healthy agriculture and
agribusiness as a whole, agreeing that agriculture growth
was hampered by policies being formulated by groups of
few, without any extended consultation with organizations
involved in that sector. It was also emphasized that coordination between countries and even within a given country,
among all stakeholders, was critical. For example, promoting
private sector investments in seeds was only viable if seeds
were not otherwise granted for free by donors, undermining
private efforts.
Agribusiness, a whole value chain to consider

When people think of agribusiness, they usually think only of
the primary sector, i.e. agriculture, Julia Alexander observed.

Even if agriculture is crucially important, due to the number
of people it employs and because of its low, yet non-negligible share of African economies’ GDP, all panelists insisted
that agribusiness needed to be thought of as a comprehensive value chain, from the farm to the fork. Especially in
policymaking, they explained, jobs cannot only be created in
the primary sector but must be generated along the entire
chain, in a variety of fields including transportation or financial services. Additionally, institutions have a key role to play
in attracting investments along the whole value chain, as
any policies failing to address the totality of the chain might
yield lower results. It was certainly noted that investments
in the value chain currently suffer from the dispersion and
small size of both the demand and the supply. On the demand side, rural markets are too little to justify investments
in infrastructure such as storage and bigger markets, which
sometimes are not that far in terms of distance, are poorly
connected. The same holds on the offer side where the lack
of farms with a critical size does not call for additional infrastructure investments.
In agribusiness, there is the word business!

investors in Africa’s agribusiness report 25 to 30 percent
IRRs. Real opportunities requiring common sense exist in
agribusiness. Panelists further agreed that profitable businesses could be built while targeting Bottom of The Pyramid
farmers, giving the example of businesses that have successfully organized and aggregated smallholder’s farmers in
order to sell them services such as bank accounts openings
or seeds provision that they would otherwise not have accessed in the first place due to the lack of education in rural
parts of Africa. On that topic, Alexander raised the interesting point that indeed, even if much remained to be done for
education, especially when it comes to agriculture, this was
even the more so true for management training of farmers.
She acknowledged that some efforts were being made to improve the education level of farmers, but stressed that these
efforts only emphasized the technical aspect of their jobs,
often neglecting equally-vital management training. Current
lack of management skills prevents farmers from envisioning their farm as a real business, a necessary condition to
enable those farmers to scale up, and only scaling up can
address the issue of critical size mentioned above.

Forson emphasized that key stakeholders in agribusiness
should understand that this is a business, and not only a
development tool, even if the latter must obviously not be
overlooked. Stressing that the agribusiness sector needs
more private sector investments, he noted that many private

A gribusiness in Africa:
A Tremendous Potential to Unleash
Panelists:
®® Julia Alexander, Chief Executive Officer, Dalberg Research
®® Paul Brenton, Trade Practice Leader for the Africa Region, World Bank
®® Joe Forson, Head of Cocoa Trading, Cocoa Marketing Company Ltd.
Moderator:
®® Professor Ray A. Goldberg, George M. Moffett Professor of Agriculture and Business, Emeritus,
Harvard Business School [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Morgan Franc, Jimi Williams
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The transportation infrastructure gap is one of the most
significant barriers to economic growth on the Continent
today, raising the cost of transporting African goods and
presenting barriers to regional and international integration. As a result, Africa is currently the most expensive
continent on which to conduct business. In this panel,
representatives from heavy industry, transport logistics
and multilateral finance came together to discuss the opportunities and challenges facing this all-encompassing
sector.
Long Distances and Complex Processes

Shem Simuyemba contextualized the discussion by emphasizing the vastness of Africa and the distances between its major economic centers. The “Cape to Cairo”
railway, first envisioned in the late 19th Century but
never fully implemented, would have extended 12,000
kilometers – roughly the same length as the diameter
of the earth. Leslie Nelson added to Simuyemba’s point
by raising the challenges faced by inland countries such
as Rwanda, noting that it costs ten times the amount of
money to transport a standard 40-foot container by road
and rail to the port of Mombasa, 1,500 kilometers away,
than it costs to subsequently send the container 4,500
kilometers to India by sea. The panelists attributed such
costs to border delays, taxes, tariffs, security issues, and
high insurance premiums, among other costs.

Public Sector Cooperation

In light of such challenges to existing transport routes,
panelists invoked policy and regulatory issues as some of
the most critical facing infrastructure development. Issa
Baluch summarized this attitude by saying, “Without
solid policy, infrastructure doesn’t mean a thing.” Many
would-be infrastructure developers have found their efforts stymied by a lack of political will or an encumbrance
of regulatory restrictions. A general lack of policy symmetry between countries to facilitate cross-border trade was
also cited by panelists as a major issue.
Simuyemba, for his part, emphasized that African governments have a limited capacity to address their infrastructure needs. In light of ever-liberalizing government
regimes across the continent, he believes that the policy
frameworks for successful infrastructure projects are
more or less in place in most countries. Rather, he said,
the responsibility for building momentum behind major
infrastructure projects must be shared with the private
organizations that seek to implement and profit from new
construction. It is their responsibility not only to prepare
accurate and well-reasoned budgets for their projects,
but also to present them to government entities in a way
that demonstrates a clear benefit to their constituents.
Duncan Onyango agreed with this final point, citing his
experience as CFO of Kenya’s Rift Valley Railways: he

noted that good planning and strong project leadership
were instrumental in securing the cooperation of government ministries. However, Onyango presented an alternative opinion on the strength of existing policy frameworks, saying that many countries have designed very
good infrastructure policies, but that in practice these
policies are often either ignored or poorly implemented.
As a result, unnecessary taxes and tariffs – as well as
physical and operational discontinuities between international networks – continue to make the transport of
goods expensive.
Project Management

Attracting investors to major infrastructure projects has
often been cited by casual observers as one of the biggest barriers to development in Africa. Nelson, however,
explained that funding is often more available than one
might think, noting that multilateral organizations such
as the World Bank, the African Development Bank, and
the International Finance Corporation are ready, willing,
and able to invest in major infrastructure projects. The
challenge, he said, is that many infrastructure projects
are subject to inefficient management and burdensome
regulation that scares away potential investors. On this
note, Nelson stated that governments should be more
open to the privatization of major infrastructure net-

works, which may lead to increased efficiency and freer
flows of investment capital.
Despite this, however, Nelson also noted that more multinationals than ever before are being attracted to Africa.
Pending improved African transportation infrastructure,
however, he suggested that international companies – or
African companies seeking to grow – should pay special attention to managing their scope. For instance, a
manufacturing company operating in South Africa might
be well-advised to focus solely on the Southern African
market rather than attempting to run continental operations from that one base.
Conclusion

The panel raised many important issues affecting infrastructure development in Africa, highlighting the excitement many feel in response to infrastructure’s potential
to impact the growth of the continent. With wider availability of financing for infrastructure, it is up to policymakers, project managers, and private investors to now
pave the path to prosperity.

Paving the Path to Prosperity:
Transportation Infrastructure in Sub-Saharan Africa
Panelists:
®® Julia Alexander, Chief Executive Officer, Dalberg Research
®® Paul Brenton, Trade Practice Leader for the Africa Region, World Bank
®® Joe Forson, Head of Cocoa Trading, Cocoa Marketing Company Ltd.
®® Gagan Gupta, Country Head Olam International Gabon
Moderator:
®® Professor Ray A. Goldberg, George M. Moffett Professor of Agriculture and Business, Emeritus, Harvard Business School
Panel Coordinators: Gregory Lamontagne, Gerry Pambo-Awich
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The panel started with the moderator laying out a few
statistics relating to oil and gas in Africa. Among the
most important of these facts are that Africa has 8 percent of the world’s oil reserves, producing 10 percent of
the world’s oil while only consuming 4 percent of it. Africa
also produces 6 percent of the world’s gas from 7 percent of the world’s reserves, and consumes a little over 3
percent. All of these features make Africa a net exporter
of oil and gas as well as a attractive location for international oil companies to do business.
Recent discoveries of crude oil reserves in African countries such as Ghana, Uganda, and Mozambique have only
increased the attractiveness of Africa to foreign oil companies. Reflecting on what is driving these new discoveries, Kwaku Boakye-Adjei highlighted the role of technological advancement and how the use of new technology
in re-analyzing and re-assessing seismic data helps provide new information regarding potential oil discoveries.
Boakye-Adjei also pointed out that as Ghana has become
more and more politically stable, the risk-reward balance
has shifted positively and attracted more exploration in
the country, as well as the establishment of SMEs.
Examining the topic from the capital perspective, Mark
Allegretti emphasized the importance of having locallybased oil companies who understand the nuances of the
business, especially since these are aspects that a pri-

vate equity firm may not be as well-versed in. Michael
weighed in with insights into the South Sudan and its
newly created oil and gas institutions, and how they are
attempting to accelerate the pace of oil production. In
one example, he detailed how a company’s license was
revoked due to the slow pace of exploration and production, and how the license was subsequently retendered to
other companies.
As the discussion moved to the topic of National Oil companies (NOCs), the moderator questioned the panelists
on emerging NOC trends in Africa. The panelists described the tradeoff that NOCs face regarding regulation
and participation, since an NOC cannot effectively serve
as both a regulator and a participator in a country’s oil
and gas sector. An NOC will likely have to give up some
regulatory powers in order to participate extensively in
oil and gas production, especially since an NOC cannot
regulate itself.
The panelists were excited to underline the importance of
local content in African oil-producing countries. As foreign oil companies operate in these countries, it is crucial
to have local workers participate in local operations in
order for projects to have a successful outcome. Allegretti emphasized that financiers ideally want local management teams that are trustworthy, transparent, and
can relate to the government and other local staff and

institutions. Michael Laverty shed some light on South
Sudan’s efforts to develop local talent and stated that it
is currently a high priority. He also revealed how this can
sometimes lead to accelerated promotions of individuals and would like to see training and development keep
up. Lastly, on local content participation, Boakye-Adjei
cautioned against the use of local content as a front for
foreign involvement in oil and gas operations, especially
when said local content is below standard. He expressed
his desire to see authentic, high quality local talent play
an active role in Africa’s oil and gas industries.
Laverty talked about the lack of crude oil refining capabilities in South Sudan and said that national pride also
plays a big role in the pursuit of local refining capabilities. Boakye-Adjei agreed with Laverty that refining is
cost intensive, and that issues of national pride must be
balanced against financial returns. One way around this
tricky issue involves potentially developing small-scale
projects.
On the topic of how gas flaring has resulted in wastage
of valuable gas that can be used for power generation,
the panel looked back on how there was not such a huge
demand for electricity in the days when most of the oil
and gas infrastructure was established in countries like
Nigeria. As the demand for electricity has increased, so

has the cost to install the gas infrastructure to prevent
flaring and support gas-powered electricity generation.
In conclusion, the panelists reiterated the long-held view
that countries should not become overly dependent on oil
and gas at the expense of other sectors in their economies. They repeated the need for collaboration and coordination among the various stakeholders in the industry, as well as the discipline required by politicians and
regulatory officials in order to improve transparency and
ensure responsible resource management.

Oil & Gas:
Managing Africa’s Recent Discoveries
Panelists:
®® Kwaku Boakye-Adjei, Commercial Lead (Upstream oil and gas), Tullow Ghana Limited
®® Michael Laverty, Co-founder and Chief Executive Officer of Sitico Fuel Ltd.
®® Leslie Aruna Nelson, West Africa Regional Executive, GE
Moderator:
®® Professor Eric Werker, Associate Professor of Business Administration, Harvard Business School [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Koby Awuah, Jimi Williams, Moses Esema
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In this panel, Prof. Henry Lee focused the discussion
on the practicality of renewable energy options on the
continent and what, if anything, was holding back their
widespread deployment by both the private and public
sectors.
A common theme was a need for financing in the private sector and strategic planning by governments. The
discussion centered on examples of when governments
across the Continent had succeeded (and failed) to offer comprehensive energy planning to determine what
role renewable energy would play in their broader energy
portfolio.
Making Energy Truly Sustainable

When asked what would make energy systems sustainable, panelists identified the need for both renewable and
conventional energy sources to help manage base load
as well as variable demand. Batchi Baldeh emphasized
the importance of addressing the current power deficit
that exists across the Continent, explaining how solutions to address this problem would require “bankable
deals” for the private sector. He argued that the potential
for base load production makes a combination of clean
and conventional power sources critical moving forward.

Abiodun Aina highlighted the vast potential for renewable energy that currently goes untapped across the African continent. Its desert landscape and water resources
make solar power and hydropower interesting fuel sources to ease the transition from reliance on diesel fuel for
electricity generation.
The panelists shared the view that the potential for sustainable energy would be particularly interesting in the
search for a solution for rural electrification. Samiya Edwards argued that solar energy solutions could be particularly helpful on a micro-grid level where rural communities can be connected without the prohibitive costs
of trying to expand the main grid. She also emphasized
that the market for solar power is growing, highlighting
Ghana’s recent plans to initiate the largest solar project
in Africa. The rest of the panel agreed that the deficit in
power across the Continent served as a burden on both
social and economic development.
The Need for Energy Planning in Government

The panelist agreed that the future of sustainable energy
on the Continent would be tied to government planning
and to national agencies that affect power generation,
transmission, and distribution. Laurencia Njagi highlighted the Kenyan government’s current efforts to build
capacity in geothermal and wind resources, arguing that

the largest contributor to energy bills for the country was
fuel costs, and thus efforts in managing the supply could
have large implications for energy consumers. The stability and confidence that stems from government planning
around energy will encourage private sector investments
and guide financing and development decisions over longer time horizons.

then renewable resources will have to play an important
role in order for power generation to truly be sustainable
and serve as a catalyst for African development.

Bringing It All Together

An audience member challenged the panelists in asking
why more was not being done already in the renewable
energy space, and whether the cost of renewables would
continue to be a huge barrier to development of clean
energy solutions across the continent.
The panelists shared the audience members concerns,
but replied that there was still considerable potential if
interests and planning could be properly aligned for the
stakeholders involved. The sentiment was that tariffs
(consumer electricity prices) should be cost reflective in
order to encourage investment from the private sector.
However, they cautioned that the political implications of
electricity prices were a sizable consideration, particularly for the politicians involved in partnerships between
the public and private sector in energy production.
Ultimately the panelists argued that it the unifying concept is proper planning. If energy is viewed as a portfolio,

The Sustainable Energy Development:
Africa-Driven Innovations for Sustainable Energy Power Generation
Panelists:
®® Abiodun Aina, Investment Officer - Africa Special Initiative, International Finance Corporation
®® Batchi Baldeh, Senior VP of Power, Africa Finance Corporation (AFC)
®® Samiya Edwards, Vice President, Liberia Partners
®® Laurencia Njagi, Company Secretary, Kenya Power & Light Company
Moderator:
®® Henry Lee, Director of the Environment and Natural Resources Program & Senior Lecturer, Harvard Kennedy School [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Moses Esema, Jimi Williams, Marc Cussenot
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The idea of corruption, as well as its various forms across
African public and private sectors, was deconstructed
and discussed thoroughly by this panel, generating a
number of potential solutions to a problem considerably
limiting the Continent’s growth.
The first panelist to share his perspective on the issue
looked specifically at the grey area of corruption, arguing
that corruption is not a black or white issue. Rather than
labeling entire countries as corrupt, investors are better served by taking a nuanced view, taking the time to
understand which stakeholders are involved, and which
particular sector to do business in as well as the unique
challenges of that industry. This, he believes, can be
done by asking questions and remaining detail-oriented.
Only then can investors understand the problem of corruption and how best to deal with it.
The moderator, Prof. George Sarafeim, then gave the floor
to Alexandra Wrage to explain how effective companies
operating in Africa have been in adopting good governance practices. Wrage laid out three ways in which
companies can be effective – being proactive and developing written policies to show that they are operating
with the highest ethical values; training people to speak
the language of good governance; and taking the initiative to do internal due diligence.

The influence of international institutions over politics,
and the private sector, was also considered. One panelist
claimed that Africa’s private sector would gain credibility
by following the implementation of robust legal systems.
Being a representative from the World Bank (WB), Anand
Rajaram was asked to describe how the WB influences
business contracts in Africa. Rajaram commented that
the WB looks critically at institutions that can work with
governments to improve the system of management. He
also argued that members of parliament, civil society,
and the media have a responsibility to monitor the government.
Dr. Abdu Mukhtar was asked to share his experiences
working on anti-corruption in Nigeria. He challenged the
audience to avoid looking at corruption merely as a technical issue. As he explained, it not just about increasing
accountability or transparency, and reducing discretion
– it also involves looking at contextual issues. These
contextual issues, he explains, include the political will
of leaders, democratic advocacy, institutional capacity
especially in the judiciary system, and corporate participation.
Judge Nzioki wa Makau also shared reforms being implemented in the judiciary system in Kenya, where poor
leadership and corruption had previously led to economic
stagnation. He explained that a key reform was the new

constitution that separated the justice system from the
government, and highlighted recent cases where corruption amongst government officials was severely punished.
He also described Kenya’s democratic judge appointment
process, which engages the general public.
What is Good Governance?

Serafeim asked each panelist to describe their views
on what good governance is. Rajaram talked about the
need to first understand aspirations of the people and
the resources to achieve such aspiration, while Wrage
explained how good governance should be robust and
applied consistently without regards to consequences.
Additionally, several panelists drew on a value-oriented
approach. As Steven Fox explained, understanding the issue at stake, and creating a series of values that comply
with governing standards, promote good governance. But
Nzioki prioritized openness and transparency, explaining
that good governance cannot be “straight-jacketed” –
loopholes should be carefully identified and covered. He
also proceeded to challenge people to stand up and be
the good citizens they want to be.
Mukhtar concluded by arguing that defining good governance is not as easy as institutions like Mo Ibrahim and
World Bank have claimed. Instead, for good governance
is simply the opposite of bad governance – with bad gov-

ernance defined by weak institutions, bribery, or similar
qualities.
Rounding up

During the Q&A portion, a question was raised around
the role technology can play in tackling corruption. The
panel pointed out that technology could be used to track
large sums of money moving out of the country, with
Wrage highlighting examples of various online platforms
that are currently available to track corruption.
Moving into legal analysis, and specifically matters regarding local and international laws on anti-bribery, the
panel pointed out that while local laws are sometimes
difficult to interpret, international investors must ascribe
to international law standards. On this point, an audience member suggested that international organizations
like World Bank and IMF ought exercise more muscle in
negotiating with government in African countries to eliminate prevalent double standards. This idea was further
reframed with regards to the role that mass movements
can play in making governments accountable.

Tackling Corruption and Improving Good Governance
in Africa’s Public and Private Sectors
Panelists:
®® Steven Fox, Managing Partner, Veracity Worldwide
®® Hon. Mr. Justice Nzioki wa Makau, Judge, Industrial Court of Kenya
®® Dr. Abdu Mukhtar, Former CEO, Abuja Investments Company; Former Special Advisor to Nigeria’s Chairman of Economic and
Financial Crime Commission
®® Anand Rajaram, Governance Practice Leader for Africa, World Bank
®® Alexandra Wrage, President, Trace International
Moderator:
®® Professor George Serafeim, Assistant Professor, Harvard Business School [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Jessica Asinugo and Petrine Addae
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Making a career switch

The panelists began the discussion by reflecting on turning points in their careers, each revolving around a difficult transition, the risk of entering a new industry, or
the challenges of beginning a business. Nimi Akinkugbe
described the difficult decision to take a risk and leave
the banking industry – where she had developed an excellent reputation and skill set – in order to start her own
venture. Monica Musonda also discussed the challenge
of starting her own business after working with one of
the continent’s premier entrepreneurs, Aliko Dangote. Rosalind Kainyah described how a major turning point in her
career involved transitioning into legal corporate affairs
from another role. Collectively, the panel discussed the
challenge of leaving behind the familiarity of a comfortable job while figuring out how to fit into a new organization or start a new business. The panel finally advised
the audience to seek the advice and support of mentors
and when making a career switch.
Two other panelists discussed the importance of persistence in making a new career fit with personal goals.
Bimpe Nkontchou described her move to London to be
with her husband, and the way in which she convinced
her current law firm to allow her to set up an office
there. After years of working for her firm’s branch office,
she decided that she wanted to start her own practice.

Eventually, she opened her own law firm in London doing
intercontinental work. Nkontchou described the persistence with which she pursued new opportunities instead
of settling for a career that did not excite her. Afua Osei
corroborated Nkontchou’s conclusion about the importance of following one’s own intuition in personal and
professional decision-making, urging audience members
to pursue their passions, even if they seem to be “nontraditional.”
Gender in the workplace

The panelists fielded a series of questions about genderspecific issues. A key discussion focused on the difficulties associated with being a female in a male-dominated
industry, and what to do when men exhibit inappropriate
behavior. The panel advised the audience to be polite
and professional, and to relay confidence in all situations.
The panel also stressed the importance of producing high
quality output as a means of building credibility.
One audience member asked the panel whether the
presence of a male was important to a business team’s
success. The panel agreed that the best teams include
those who are well suited for the jobs, and that people
should be hired without special attention to gender, although the panel acknowledged that gender diversity is

sometimes useful for client interactions and diversity in
perspectives.
Cross-national experiences

The panel urged the audience to seek opportunities in
their own countries as well as abroad, emphasizing the
benefits of working abroad, especially the opportunity
to gain perspective on other cultures. The panel also
reminded the audience that cross-cultural experiences
could often be tense and uncomfortable; one panelist
discussed a meeting in which a foreign minister openly
questioned her credibility, as he did not expect her company to send an African woman to meet with him. The
panelist responded to the minister’s doubt by describing
her background and enumerating her past experiences
and credentials.
Several times, the panel stressed that humility is important to the success of any cross-cultural experience.
Misconceptions exist on all sides of cross-cultural interactions, meaning that it is essential to learn about other
cultures and correct misconceptions of one’s own culture
whenever possible.

continent. Here, the panel provided several insights,
stressing that on a professional level, individuals must
recognize new opportunities inherent in demographic
shifts. As an example, one lawyer stated that as Africa
gains new wealth and a growing middle class, there is a
new occasion for lawyers to provide trust and estates advisory services. Similarly, companies and entrepreneurs
in other industries must be cognizant of emerging trends
and prepared to take advantage of them.
The second insight the panel provided was more personal. The panelists stressed that redefinition begins
with constant introspection. The panel urged the audience to think about how they are currently balancing their
personal and professional commitments. The panel also
advised the audience to continue to discover fields and
industries that excite them and pursue those interests.
They stressed the importance of flexibility, patience, and
diverse experiences in redefining oneself and meeting
new goals. At every phase of the journey, the panel reminded the audience to always continue learning.

Redefining our companies and ourselves

An audience member asked the panelists how they redefine themselves and their careers on an ever-changing

Empowering Women in Business
Panelists:
®® Nimi Akinkugbe, Founder, Bestman Games
®® Rosalind Kainyah, Vice President, External Affairs, Tullow Oil
®® Monica Musonda, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, Java Foods
®® Bimpe Nkontchou, Partner and Head of the Corporate / Commercial Law, Addie & Co Solicitors
®® Afua Osei, Founder, The Savvy Madam
Moderator:
®® Lakshmi Ramarajan, Assistant Professor, Organizational Behavior Unit, Harvard Business School [moderator]
Panel Coordinator: Chioma Achebe
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This year’s Entrepreneurship Spotlight created an interactive environment for speakers to discuss important
dimensions of entrepreneurship in Africa and budding
entrepreneurs to showcase their ideas on how to redefine
Africa.
The speakers Amadou Sanankoua, Walter Lamberson and
Acha Leke opened with their views of entrepreneurship
in Africa after which the session segued into four flashpitch presentations from preselected entrepreneurs. The
speakers had not been briefed beforehand and although
the entrepreneurs had been notified beforehand of their
selection, they were given no additional help in order to
make presentations as realistic as possible.
The first pitch was a venture named Fundo, presented by
Tendi Munchenje. Fundo, a mobile course learning platform, is aimed at increasing the affordability and accessibility of education in Africa via SMS and USSD. Available
as a supplement to traditional classroom education or as
a medium for corporate training, the platform allows a
course designer to create targeted, relevant content for
an audience. In reviewing the pitch, panelists agreed
that there was an increasing need to improve accessibility to education in many African countries. Sanankoua
mentioned that the dissemination of educational content
could be another viable application of mobile technology
in Africa. The main questions concerning the project in-

cluded how the model would generate revenue and who
the primary customer was. The general outlook for Fundo
and others looking to play in this field was that given the
current landscape, a product like this, if properly developed and supported, could become a viable supplement
to education in Africa.
The next pitch was of the employee database profiles and
verification system, Pro-Facts by Mack Audena. The service is designed to provide employee profiles similar to a
LinkedIn profile but with additional background checks.
Focusing solely on Nigeria, the premise of this project is
that firms operating in the country need productive, reliable employees yet many employers are often unable to
verify a candidate’s background. The role of Pro-Facts,
therefore, is to serve as an independent, 3rd party verifier. Further enquiries by the panel sought to uncover who
would be the main users of Pro-Facts and what the current alternatives to the service are. Some of the possible
challenges speakers identified included how verification
would be carried out and whether employers would be
prepared to move away from current substitutes and pay
for a service like Pro-Facts.
The third pitch covered early-stage plans for the venture Shhh…, a beauty line created by Salwa Saleh
and developed using “beauty Secrets from Africa”. The
idea seeks to capture the essence of authentic African

beauty rituals and recipes that have been passed down
from generation to generation, to create purifying and
nurturing skin products. On next steps for the venture,
Walter Lamberson and Acha Leke jointly recommended
further research into the business environment that the
product would be play in. As with any venture, a deep
complete understanding of the competitive landscape
and demand dynamics is useful for competitive product
positioning, branding, pricing and distribution. Speakers
also stressed the need for proper scientific research into
the products’ compounds, first to ensure their safety but
also to also backup claims of their superior beautifying
properties.
The fourth and final pitch was John and Charles Agaje’s
Central City Tower/Spider Stories, an online platform for
targeted, original content with the aim of “creat[ing]
stories, characters and icons that resonate with the
world”. The showcased animation, Spider Stories, is an
African-inspired fantasy that follows the tale of Princess
Zahara who is thrown into hiding after the royal family
is overthrown by a corrupt neighboring kingdom. While
traveling with a misfit caravan of merchants, she meets
a wandering drummer griot who introduces her to the
spirit world. Armed with a mystical staff, the fearless
princess embarks on quest to reconnect with the spirits, reunite her homeland, and reclaim the throne. The

audience and speakers’ responses to the feature were
overwhelmingly favorable, with Leke predicting that the
$25,000 fundraising campaign on Kickstarter to sponsor
the pilot would be an easy target to reach. Lamberson
also suggested DVDs as an alternate method of distribution, but pointed out that while it was a quick way to disseminate content, piracy would likely erode profitability.
To conclude, our speakers highlighted the importance
of being able to communicate a consistent and coherent story to potential investors, customers and partners.
Sanankoua asserted that it is essential to know the economics of your business and to have a firm grasp of the
significant factors that drive your financials, particularly
in the short to medium term. Execution is also key, and
the most powerful tool an entrepreneur can have starting
out is the right management team. The founding team
should be prepared to do its homework and test the validity of its assumptions. When a well-researched business plan has been put to the test by a management
team with the relevant skills and the ability to execute,
funding becomes a much easier hurdle to cross.

Entrepreneurship Spotlight
Panelists:
®® Walter Lamberson, Partner, Open Capital Advisors
®® Acha Leke, Co-Founder of African Leadership Network (ALN); Director of McKinsey & Company, Nigeria
®® Amadou Sanankoua, Chief Executive Officer, OnPoint Africa Group
Moderator:
®® Jim Sharpe, Senior Lecturer, Entrepreneurial Management Unit, Harvard Business School
Panel Coordinators: Trish Amoah-Ntim, Fope Adelowo, Sean Voigt
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The media panel was an engaging panel that brought together different perspectives from entertainment media,
business publications and electronic media.

out how Vietnam had navigated the challenge of being
known for war to becoming a tourist destination, providing an example that Africa can look to.

Perception is Reality

Does Africa need its own Al Jazeera?

Lanre Akinola opened the discussion on how the Western
narrative of Africa had done the continent a disservice,
but pointed out that trends are starting to change because of Africa’s undeniable progress. For example, media outlets such as FT, The Economist, have started to
publish positive stories about the continent. Going forward, he stated that the priorities of the international
media should be threefold: attract more African faces in
Western media, refrain from becoming overeager cheerleaders by remaining realistic, and accepting that because of Africa’s diversity, it makes no sense to tell the
growth story of Africa as a whole. Given that the world is
currently willing to take a look at Africa, it is imperative
to tell the right story of what is happening on the continent, so that expectations are calibrated appropriately.
Another panelist, Farai Gundan, disagreed with Akinola’s
second point regarding how the African story should be
told, pointing out that Africans may need to be their own
cheerleaders because no one else will take up that role.
Teresa Clarke additionally pointed out the role that time
and reality also play in changing perceptions by pointing

Akinola further raised the question of whether an African
version of Al Jazeera would be useful in telling the African
story. Omar Ben Yedder retorted by questioning whether
governments’ inability to craft and articulate a vision
would make an African Al Jazeera ineffective in telling
the African story, while also raising concerns about politics’ impact on media.
Evolution of the Media Industry

One point that Clarke stressed was that the media industry is undergoing evolution and predicted that Africa will
likely take off in digital media more so than elsewhere
because other options are limited. An entrepreneurial
niche has opened up where content determines the winner because with the cost of digital media, especially
with phones, have dropped. In addition, Clarke argued
that media is one space where Africa can have a competitive advantage because no one can tell the African
story better than Africans. Using the example of how African women understand their hair better than anyone else,
Clarke compared that to the competitive advantage that
Africa has to tell its own story best.

Media: Roles and Responsibilities in Redefining Africa
Panelists:
®® Lanre Akinola, Editor, This is Africa (a Financial Times Ltd publication)
®® Teresa Clarke, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Africa.com
®® Farai Gundan, Media Personality and Producer
®® Omar Ben Yedder, Group Publisher and Managing Director, IC Publications Ltd
Moderator:
®® Addis Alemayehou, Founder and Managing Partner, 251 Communications [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Trish Amoah-Ntim, Candy Baffour-Awuah, Fola Folowosele
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For the 89 percent – the staggering percentage of Africans with next to zero access to desktops – mobile technology provides a unique opportunity to bridge Africa’s
information and productivity gap. Mobile technology is
as much “the present” as it is “the future.” It is fast becoming an indelible part of Africa’s story of productivity,
information and value exchange, and massive participation in global commerce. Africa’s uncommon reliance on
mobile technology, more than most emerging economies,
places it in a position to push the limits on what is possible in all these dimensions and lead a trend that is inevitably going global.
Mobile Penetration

As an introduction, it was noted that cellphone penetration rates have been outstanding in Africa, citing tremendous growth in East African countries like Kenya as
an example. This has opened up avenues for effectively
reaching people across the continent. For instance, SMS
platforms have successfully been used in voter registration drives in East Africa. In addition, Gregory Rockson
also noted that a more developed mobile platform across
the continent has yielded a unique opportunity in the remittance money market, which has grown into a $60 billion market. Improved security across mobile platforms

coupled with the scale of mobile use would reduce the
costs involved in remitting significantly.
Developing trust and key partnerships

The panelists acknowledged the challenge of building
trust in mobile platforms especially when it comes to
mobile payments. Although successfully implemented in
East Africa, the mobile payment business continues to
struggle in other parts of the continent due to consumer
distrust in such a payment platform. The panelists suggested that partnering the industry with key organizations was key to building trust. For example, partnering
with the government, which is the biggest employer
in Africa, to pay employees through a mobile platform
would enable consumers to familiarize themselves with
the platform, gradually building trust in the platform.

To conclude the discussion, panelists acknowledge the
key role the diaspora should take in facilitating mobile
technology, for example in developing technical expertise
and financing. However, the diaspora was warned not to
belittle local partners but rather to work together to not
only improve but also develop new technologies for the
continent.

Future outlook

The panelists noted that in general, Africa will continue to
experience tremendous growth within the mobile industry. But a key area for growth within that market would
involve smartphones. Currently, smartphones occupy a
10 percent market share in the mobile industry, and are
growing at a staggering rate. The potential to develop
services for African consumers in the transition to smartphones is quite considerable.

L eapfrogging the Digital Divide:
Can Mobile Technologies Even the Playing Field for Africa?
Panelists:
®® Michael Okomo, Manager City (Urbanization) Initiative Sub Sahara Africa GE
®® Gregory Rockson, Co-Founder, M-Sika
®® Teddy Warria, Partner, Africa’s Talking Ltd - mobile communication solutions
Moderator:
®® Professor Calestous Juma, Director, Science, Technology, Globalization, Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs,
Harvard Kennedy School [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Uzoma Nwagba, Kobbina Awuah, Seni Sulyman
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The panel, which involved panelists representing different interest groups in the television and movie sector,
began with a question from moderator Biola Alabi: especially since each panelist started out their careers in a
completely different industry, she asked each panelist to
share how they got involved in the TV and movie industry.
Each panelist described key moments when they realized their business expertise could serve the greater aims
of a cultural, social, or artistic project. Yewande Sadiku
kicked off the question, stating that although her day
job is as the CEO of Stanbic IBTC Capital Limited, she
is an avid lover of the arts and fell in love with the book
Half of a Yellow Sun when it was first released. So when
she found out that a movie project was in the works, she
knew she wanted to become involved, and that with her
significant experience in the finance industry, she could
contribute by spearheading the funding efforts.
Andrew Osayemi spoke about his days as an investment
banker in London and New York, during which he heard
from a friend about her idea for an African television show
in the UK that would tell the familiar, yet untold story of
a Nigerian immigrant family living abroad. Although he
had no experience in the television industry – in fact, he
admitted that media was not even a passion of his at the
time – he was bullish on the idea and strongly believed in
the venture – so much so that he quit his job to focus on

raising money for the venture and spreading the word. He
is proud that today, Meet the Adebanjos has completed
its first season on UK television, is syndicated in Nigeria,
Uganda, and South Africa, and had a successful run in
live theatre.
Daniel Ogbonna had a successful career in finance and
corporate strategy for a number of large firms, and spoke
of his turning point coming when, while sitting in a hotel
room in South Africa one day, he turned on the TV only to
find Western channels. He felt strongly that there needed
to more mediums to give a voice to all the African content being developed on the continent. That idea soon
became what is now Pana Television – an online platform
for African media, including TV shows, movies, news segments, and documentaries. Pana Television brings a new
and innovative level of global accessibility to African media content that has never been seen before.
Access to Financing

But obstacles to African media are still prevalent. Alabi
highlighted how, despite the growth in the market, African content is still not making ‘blockbuster’ movies, and
entrepreneurs in the space often find it difficult to succeed. She asked each panelist to comment on why this
was the case.

All panelists identified access to financing as one of the
biggest gaps to the popularity of African media. Sadiku’s
fundraising effort for Half of a Yellow Sun took five years,
much longer than she would have ever anticipated. Oyasemi also reminisced on the countless meetings he had
trying to raise money for his own venture. “I just wouldn’t
take no for an answer,” and cautioned anyone thinking of
going into the media industry to maintain a similar level
of tenacity, but to balance that commitment with realistic timeline expectations.
Content

Sadiku and Oyasemi spoke about content from a developer’s perspective, discussing the role that both international and domestic talent can play, not only in developing, but also in promoting African content to global
audiences. They noted that the industry is seeing more
diverse content, but significant progress is still needed.
Ogbonna spoke about content from the perspective of an
information aggregator. Because his platform houses a
variety of content, he has to be sensitive to association
biases – for example, the Pana platform has music videos, with adult content, but he is also trying to simultaneously attract content for children and from churches.

Production

With respect to the quality of films produced in Africa,
Alabi asked the panelists to comment on the need for
investment in movie infrastructure, noting that Nigeria,
despite having the world’s third largest movie industry,
only has 54 movie theaters.
Ogbonna commented that services like Pana Television
that leverage online platform will provide a way around
the limits of movie theatre infrastructure, as users
stream content from their devices wherever there is an
available internet connection.
Sadiku agreed with this point, and further described
of because of the lack of adequate infrastructure, it is
extremely difficult, and at times prohibitively expensive,
to shoot a film of international quality standard in subSaharan Africa. Few full-scale movie production sets exist and due to lack of reliable electricity, the use of diesel
generators adds significant cost.
The session ended with an exclusive screening of the Half
of a Yellow Sun ‘tromo’ (trailer and promo).

On the Global Stage:
Africa’s TV and Movie Industry’s Growth in International Markets
Panelists:
®® Daniel Ogbonna, Founder, Pana Television
®® Andrew Osayemi, Executive Producer, Meet the Adebanjo’s
®® Yewande Sadiku, Executive Producer, Half of a Yellow Sun
Moderator:
®® Biola Alabi, Managing Director of M-Net in Africa [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Jessica Asinugo, Fope Adelowo
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In a discussion about the need for designers to think
about themselves more as business entrepreneurs than
fashion designers, the major issues addressed were:
how do African designers translate their visibility and
international awards into financial rewards? How do African countries develop their manufacturing industry to
support the fashion industry? And, how do designers and
others in the industry create profitable and sustainable
distribution channels, and put African fashion on a path
to becoming mainstream?
The lack of manufacturing capacity and its impact on a
designer’s ability to find reliable producers to outsource
production to was discussed at length. Two specific issues include the fact that African brands and designers
don not have the volume required for profitability, and
also that there are very few textile mills in Africa. As a
result, even if items could be produced locally, most of
the raw material would have to be imported.
Ituen Basi pointed out that in Nigeria there are programs
in place to stimulate manufacturing but that money is
wasted because decisions are top-heavy and are not
made in conjunction with practitioners. Ally Rehmtullah
also mentioned corruption – “it is about who you know” –
as a major impediment to building fashion businesses in
Tanzania. The ability of locally produced fabric to match

the quality produced by India and China was also a common concern. After touching on international competitiveness challenges, the panelists then addressed retailing and branding for their designs and the challenges of
protecting designs. In particular, both designers on the
panel echoed frustrations with how Western designers
have often stolen creative ideas from African designers,
leaving them with no recourse. The lack of retail real estate and infrastructure was cited as a major impediment
to formalizing the market. The panel discussed the use
of technology, especially internet and social media, to
increase sales and build brand awareness.
Finally, the panel discussed the economic consequences that formalizing manufacturing and retail in African
countries would have for tailors and local artisans. Chid
Liberty mentioned that his factory hired local female
tailors who were not making enough to provide for their
families as independent tailors. His factory provides financial security for these women and they co-own the
factory. As moderator Prof. Mukti Khaire confirmed, the
successful story of manufacturing in India is one where
tailors and manufacturers exist together.

T he Economics of the African Fashion Industry:
Current Opportunities & Challenges
Panelists:
®® Ituen Basi, West African Designer & Founder, Ituen Basi Label
®® Adiat Disu, President of Adiree and Director of Africa Fashion Week
®® Chid Liberty, Chief Executive Officer, Liberty & Justice
®® Ally Rehmtullah, East African Designer
Moderator:
®® Professor Mukti Khaire, Associate Professor of Business Administration, Harvard Business School [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Chioma Achebe, Dami Adesanya, Simone Bartlett
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The growth Africa is currently experiencing is second only
to Southeast Asia. One of the biggest insights, according
to Damian Hattingh, is that this growth does not stem
from the Continent’s natural resources, but instead from
the growth of a new consumer class. While little formal
research has been conducted on these new consumers,
the panel consensus was that these consumers are not a
homogenous group, and that they need to be viewed as
distinct segments. In fact, Frank Braeken stressed that
“we have to start moving the debate one step further and
stop talking about the African consumer… we should talk
about the urban Nigerian consumer, etc.”
Regarding consumer characteristics. panelists noted four
key points to remember about growing African consumer
segments– 1. They are young; two thirds of consumers are
below thirty-five. 2. While the rising middle class has disposable income, the majority is still poor. 3. They spend on
quality. 4. A large share of consumers have access to the
internet. A statistic of interest was that over half of urban
Africans are utilizing the internet at least once a month.
This is driving a large behavioral shift by consumers to
demand higher quality products. Western companies that
still think of Africa as a place they can sell off second-tier
quality goods are highly mistaken, especially because Africans cannot afford to purchase low quality items. Despite
the growing middle class, panelists stressed, 80 percent

of African consumers are still considered poor. The African
consumer has been “underserved and overcharged” for
years. As a result, companies have to think about how to
better service these consumers with improved products at
lower prices. The panel stressed that value is the most important thing for many African consumers.
Prof. Ananth Raman asked the panel what business practices are changing on the continent as a result of these
newly empowered consumer segments. Tunde Kehinde
mentioned that current customers “want to buy and don’t
care where they get goods from as long as they are of good
quality – both quality items and service. They want it on
time, accurate, with a warranty, and the option to return.”
Additionally, trust is becoming increasingly important.
While mobile banking is growing, many consumers prefer
to test out a service first. Cash on delivery is the mechanism that Jumia uses to allow the customer to see and test
the product before paying for it. Once trust is established,
consumers are then more likely to adopt online payment
systems.
Additionally, brand perception is changing. Excluding North
Africa, only 15 percent of consumers think international
brands are better. But building on this, it is important to
defend local brands as well as global brands with a regional feel. On the whole, because consumers in Africa are

brand loyal, it is critical to build a brand early:, in this environment, late entrants are at a tremendous disadvantage.
The other thing that is crucial to understanding African
consumers, according to Braeken, is stopping the obsession of thinking that selling in Africa has to be different
from selling everywhere else. Systems that work in other
emerging markets, such as Unilever’s direct selling program in India, the Shakti project, can be replicated to serve
African consumers. In the same vein, the panelists advised
on the danger of having different standards for business
offerings and performance in Africa. Benchmarks need to
be global.
The panel also stressed the importance of flexibility when
selling in the African market. Often, companies not only
have to build their businesses, but the infrastructure to
support them as well. The regulatory environment is not
stable either requiring corporations have to have a Plan B
and C.
The moderator also suggested that, in some respects,
companies have to manage the government. To deal with
that, companies like Actis have learned how to standardize
and structure requests for building approvals with governments to make compliance easier. Other panelists agreed
and acknowledged that corruption is part of the African
story but is not the entire African story, and that issues

arise whenever you try to shortcut the process. You have
to make very clear that whatever you do as a business has
to be done right. As one panelist noted, “Once you do that,
there is very little chance that you will run into corrupt
practices. But if you do, you just have to say no because
it’s a very slippery slope.” Companies have to be willing to
miss out on a deal.
In closing, the panelists left some words of wisdom with
the audience. Michael Chu’di Ejekam emphasized that
Africa is a huge land of opportunity and now is the time
to invest. Kehinde mentioned that cultivating talent and
targeting the entire spectrum of African consumers is of
utmost importance. Oliver Merkel reminded the audience
to put the consumer at the center of their thinking if they
want to be successful, because Africa is a continent in
transition. Braeken’s closing sentiment was to not forget
the 80% who are still poor and need better and cheaper
products. Hattingh concluded with the thought that the
“African consumer has had a raw deal until now. . . . For the
first time multinational corporations are looking at Africa
and thinking about how they can participate.” The hope is
that increased business involvement and competition in
Africa will give African consumers a much better deal than
they have had in the past.

The Newly Empowered African Consumer:
Evolutions in Retail
Panelists:
®® Frank Braeken, Executive Vice President, Unilever Africa
®® Michael Chu’di Ejekam, Director Real Estate, Actis
®® Damian Hattingh, Associate Principal, McKinsey and Company
®® Tunde Kehinde, Co-Founder and Co-Managing Director, Jumia Nigeria
®® Oliver Merkel , Partner, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants
Moderator:
®® Professor Ananth Raman, UPS Foundation Professor of Business Logistics, Harvard Business School [moderator]
Panel Coordinators: Maria Makhabane, Christine Esangbedo, Andrew Musoke, Jamie Hanson
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At the most recent International Herald Tribune Luxury Business Conference in Rome, themed “Luxury Brands and the
Promise of Africa,” IHT fashion editor Suzy Menkes told the
audience that now is the perfect time to bring Africa into the
luxury conversation.
But is this really the case? And if it is, what are the opportunities that such a shift presents to business leaders and
entrepreneurs?
This panel explored the potential of Africa as not just a luxury
consumer but also a luxury producer. The audience heard
from business leaders who chose to tell the African story
through a lens that celebrates the rich culture, diverse resources and innate creativity of the continent, by creating
the highest quality African-centric products designed to rival
their international counterparts.
Panelists discussed what it means to create an African
luxury brand, as well as the market opportunity and the
challenges associated with establishing such a brand in
both local and international markets. They also explored the
negative impact of entrenched perceptions of African made
products and how they have been successful in redefining
these perceptions in consumer goods, fasion, hospitality and
tourism, architecture and design.

African Luxury Brands –Current
State of the Market

The discussion opened up with panelists providing their view
on the definition of African Luxury. Silvana Bottega echoed
most of the other panelists’ views that African luxury was
about taking the best of what is known to be uniquely African and showcasing it to the world. Maki Oh gave some
more color on the intersection between local and international, as she explained that her brand distinguished itself
by using uniquely Nigerian fabrics made from traditional
weaving techniques coupled with the best practices in tailoring learned during her training in London. This collaboration between African and international was also echoed by
Muni Shonibare, whose furniture company uses the best
techniques in craftsmanship, engineering and design from
Italian furniture manufacturers, but aims to stay true to her
vision of creating an African experience through her designs.
Panelists had mixed responses to the question of where demand for their products comes from. Caroline Burke told the
audience that demand for her firm’s luxury hotels and safaris
came primarily from European customers, due to its unique
safari experiences. Maki Oh, on the other hand, saw her primary customer base as local. Swaady Martin-Leke reminded
the audience of the need for Africans to support luxury African brands. She highlighted the difficulty with changing
the perceptions of African consumers towards African-made

products, but how this change is necessary for African luxury
brands to be successful on the global stage.
Panelists mentioned however, that there is indeed growing
interest in the African continent and its products, as international customers are beginning to appreciate the craftwork
and handmade nature of African products. The recent campaign by Selfridges in London that allocated floor space to
African designers, they pointed out, was a positive example
of this trend’s success.
Challenges of Building an African Luxury Brand

The first of the challenges discussed was the lack of a developed supply chain for raw materials and packaging. Burke
spoke about the challenge of creating unique African experiences while still providing travelers with the same level of
luxury they have come to expect from other international
luxury hotels. This was also echoed by the moderator, Shamim Ehsani, who explained that even when local products
exist, volumes are often not high enough to meet their hotel’s
needs. Maki Oh also alluded to the difficulty of obtaining fabrics in the volumes that are required at scale since the traditional tie and dye industry she relies on is a waning industry.
She hopes that she can create a stronger value chain and an
incentive to grow this industry as her brand grows.
This desire to create sustainable local supply chains and to
develop local industries and local talent was also mentioned

by other panelists as most saw this as a way to ensure viability of their businesses and contribute to economic development. Martin-Leke touched on the issue of packaging
and the importance of finding the right packaging partners
since this has a great impact on the luxury experience. She
cited partners that believed in her company’s vision as an
important criterion in selecting who she worked with.
Finally, the issue of scale and financing was brought up Bottega. High interest rates charged by banks, and less than
favorable payment terms from suppliers, has made it difficult for local entrepreneurs to scale and meet their working
capital needs.
In closing, panelists suggested partnering with other entrepreneurs in the same industry as a way of addressing some
of these challenges. Cross learning, partnering to create
scale, achieving better terms with supply chain partners,
and leveraging off others’ marketing exposure can help mitigate the discussed challenges. Panelists also challenged entrepreneurs in the audience to dare to create their own products and take advantage of the current spotlight on Africa.

“Made in Africa” vs. “Made in Italy” —
Making a Case for the African Luxury Brand
Panelists:
®® Silvana Bottega, Chief Executive Officer, Southern Africa Luxury Association
®® Caroline Burke, Director International Sales, Singita Hotel Group
®® Swaady Martin-Leke, Chief Executive Officer and Founder, YSWARA
®® Amaka Osakwe, Creative Director, Maki Oh
®® Muni Shonibare, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, IO Furniture Ltd
Moderator:
®® Shamim Ehsani, Developer and Group Managing Director, Tribe Hotel, Kenya [moderator]
Panel Coordinator: Fope Adelowo
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Follow us on Twitter:

@hbsabc
Join us on Facebook:

Africa Business Conference at Harvard Business School
YouTube Channel:

HBSABCconference
www.hbsafricaconference.com

